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The LIGRU Project

Gbte Klinnberg

A SCHEJE FOR THE CLASSIFICATION OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

The LIGRU Project, which deals with the reading of lite-

rature at comprehensive school level, comprises a goal

analysis of the objectives of the readinn of literature

and a treatment of the instruments for evaluation, checking

the fulfilment of these objectives. scheme has been con-

structed for the classification of objectives and evalua-

tion instruments. In view of the fact that such a system

may be of interest in other contexts, it is published

here separe-inly.

Department of Educational Research

Gothenburg School of Education

november, i970
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LIGM is short for "Litteratur1dsnin7 i nrundskolan", i.e.

The 1:eading of Literature in the amprehensive Selool (the Stledish

calipulsory nine-year school iAth pupils bettleen 7 and 15 years of age).

The LIGRU Project belongs to the reseal-Ca projects under the Sliedish

ationai Doard of Education (Dureau L 4) and is being carried out at

the ',epartment of Educational Research at the Gothenburg School of

Education.
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1 AN OUTLINE OF THE LIGRU PROJECT

1.1 The background of the LIGRU Project

In recent years the reading of literature in the Swedish Comprehensive

School has attracted attention in several ways.

1) The aim of instruction in :izerature

The aesthetics cultural message and its efficiency have been subjects

of discussion, which has, in turn, raised the question of the aim of

instruction in literature. Discussion of the aesthetic aims of the

school has largely cent.ed on the question of equality. Equality in this

connection, however, has acquired two interpretations. One is that

efforts to bring about equality should imply that an environment,

which may be culturally deficient as regards both home life and the soci-

ety of school friends, should not be decisive and that it is the task

of the school to give all future citizens an equal start in life. The

other interpretation of equality is that the culture of certain clas-

ses of society must no be regarded by other social groups (for example,

representatives of a so-called high culture) as inferior and that the

school must therefore accept the culture found amongst the pupils.

It would seem thP.t the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of

1969 has no definite viewpoint on this problem, but reference is made

to it in two passages in the general part. "In the Irork of the school

we are daily confronted by questions on which various opinions are

held. It can be a matter of ... trends of style or taste. In such ques-

tions the school must remain objective ... One reason for this is that

the school accepts children and adolescents from all groups and shades

of opinion in,the community ... The pupil shall have the possibility of

seeking his own way and shall be given whatever is necessary for him

to assume the responsibi1i-4 of deciding on and developing his attitude

to life. This shall be done with access to factual and all-round infor-

mation." (P. 41 f.) This could be taken to mean that there is a wish

to introduce high culture into the schools so that pupils are aware of

what they have to choose between. That the problem is not yet regarded

as solved is apparent f.com the second passage: "Finally we need to define,

in certain cases, some valuations in the description of aims, for example

in regard to problems of quality within the function of the aesthetic

aim." (P. 72.)
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The aims of reading literature at school have also been discussed

from another standpoint. Literature shall serve aesthetic development,

but can also conceivably serve other general educational objectives

(e.g. linguistic proficiency, historical and geographical information,

the pupils understanding of themselves, ethical-sncial development).

It is not quite clear whether these aims can be combined nor how.

A sub-division of the aims of literary education into various behav-

ioural levels, as attempted in taxonomic work, is also conceivable: to

what extent the aim of reading literature is to yield knowledge, to

encourage critical thinking, to provide emotional experience, to stimulate

creativity, etc.

2) Pupil-analytical problems

Where instruction in literature is concerned, pupil analysis is of the

utmost importance for the choice of texts. One requireihent could be

that the literature to be introduced to the pupils shall be such as

to arouse their interest and such as they understand. There is then

the problem of high culture and mass culture. Another question is

whether special children's or adolescent bocks should be used or

whether adult literature should be studied as soon as possible. The

individualization of instruction in literature also demands pupil

analyses.

3) Problems of evaluation

The assessment of the activities of the school has been stressed by

the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969. It emphasizes an

all-round evaluation of the way the school fulfills its aims. For

instruction in literature it would seem essential to provide instru-

ments for evaluation. Such instruments come under "the purposeful task

of defining and systematizing more accurately evaluation" laid down

in the curriculum mentioned (General part, p. 72).

4) Teacher training

Problems concerning instruction in literature have also attracted atten-

tion because books for children and adolescents and the relationship

of young people to literature have acquired additional importance for

the class teacher lines in the schools of education as a result of the

1968 syllabi and are now incorporated as new elements in the training

of special subject teachers in accordance with the 1970 University

syllabus for Swedish.



1.2 The purpose of the LIGRU Project and the structure of the investigation

The purpose of the LIGRU Project, in general terms, is to work on the

problems posed by instruction in literature in the comprehensive school,

that is to say, to work on the objectives, methods and evaluation of

instruction in literature.

The LIGRU Project belongs to the research projects under Bureau L 4

(for research and development work) of the Swedish National Board of

Education and is being carried out at the Department of Educational

Research at the Gothenburg School of Education. The project was begun

on 1st July 1969, but during the financial year 1969-70 it has provided

a salary for only one person (an assistant), and this year is to be

regarded as a planning year. The project was set up on 1st July 1970

on a larger scale, i.e. with a full-time director of the project, an

assistant and a methods expert (teacher). It is planned to last until

30th June 1972 and will try to provide a theoretical background to the

problems of literary education. If a continuation of the work is then

regarded desirable and possible (the decision rests with the authori-

ties), a plan for four further years will be formed (1972-76). In this

second phase it seems natural to complete the work with an empirical

testing of methods of instruction and instruments for evaluation. In

the case of these field testings children from one particuiar.school

year should be studied throughout one entire stage at least (the

Swedish Comprehensive School has three stages each of three years"

duration). Possibly such an experiment can be tried out simultaneously

on two or three stages. The time required would then be three years.

One more year would then be required for the final working out of

instructions on methods and instruments for evaluation. In view of

the fact that the forms of individualization should be of special

interest, it is desirable that pupil analyses should be undertaken

parallel to and in combination with these testings.

The purpose of the phase now in progress is, as said above, to pro-

vide a theoretical background

political decisions as to the

taken and which could furnish

The research work comprises:

1) Goal analysis.

2) Collection of methods of instruction

evaluation.

to literary education, a basis on which

objectives of this education could be

suggestions for practical work in school.

8

and instruments for

3
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1) The first object of the goal analysis is to construct a list ( if

possible in behavicx:ral terms) of all conceivable objectives of lite-

rature instruction in the school. This list is intended to constitute

a theoretical basis for the ensuing work of goal analysis. The work

began with a collection and cataloguing of definiti,As of the aim of

instruction in literature. Source material was Swedish and foreign

syllabi, teachers" manuals, articles and pamphlets, etc. The aims

encountered are often of a very diffu.,:e and vague character. Oore

strictly defined objectives are encountered from time to time, however.

All definitions are registered on cards and formulated (vitien possible)

in behavioural terms. The underlying principle is that these definitions

of aims could be arranged in accordance with a scheme of classification

covering the general objectives of the school. If the material examined

is sufficiently large, it should be possible to find so many aims

described in parallel terms that among these may be found formulations

which correspond to the demands educational research makes on descrip-

tions of terminal behaviour, or which, in any case, can.be re-formula-

ted to meet these requirements.

A sufficiently clear list of the conceivable aims of literature

instruction at school facilitates a requirement analysis as regards

the problem high culture mass culture, and with emphasis on various

curriculum areas and levels (aspects). LIGRU intends, therefore, to

collect the views of various groups on the object of reading literature.

The instrument could be constructed on the basis of the theoretical

analysis of the conceivable aims. One of the objects of the project

is to stimulate the discussions already held and, if possible, to

introduce them to new groups of citizens. Requirement analyses (empi-

rical goal analyses) would appear to serve this purpose.

The final object of the goal analysis Is to obtain clearer formula-

tions of the sub-goals of instruction in literature, goals which are

already to be found in somewhat vague forms in the Swedish Comprehensive

School Curriculum of 1969 or goals which may appear in the course of

the requirement analysis, and to arrange them in sequence on a logical

basis.

2) The aims set up for instruction in literature must be attained

by methods suitable for the purpose, and it must be possible to check

the results by means of suitable instruments for evaluation. Methods

employed in Sweden and abroad will be collected and catalogued to

9
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Generally, the TAs indicated high job satisfaction but expressed

some personal concerns and recommendations for change. This infor-

mation was then relayed to the Curriculum Associates by the DS

Coordinators Several changes are occuring and different results

appear to be emerging during the second year of the experimental

phase. A copy of the actual log sheets used is found in Appendix B.

Reactions from other staff members at Parker and Spring Creek

about the role and performance of the TA have been mixed. Staff

members feel most positive about the assistance that TAs provide

to individuals and small groups of students, the working relationship

between TAs and other staff members, and the willingness with which

the TAs have performed the tasks requested of them. On the other hand,

staff members have been concerned with the difficulty in trying to

develop a new role for the district,with identifying when a TA can

and cannot work with students on his own, and in overcoming the

feelings that the TA is another clerical aide.

Some district personnel (not directly teaching or working in

the DS schools) have expressed concern about the future impact of the

TA program as it relates to protecting educators. The most usual

question from those connected to the professional teaching assoc-

iations is, "If you can hire three Teaching Assistants for the same

amount as one teacher, what is to prevent boards and administrators

from replacing some teachers with Teaching Assistants?" The response

of the DS Coordinators has been that of recognizing that a potential

problem exists and that a solution will have to be found. We do not

have the answer ready this instant, but we do feel that the answer is

not to abolish the TA position. One of the recommendations in the

10
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following section relates to this issue.

The other major issue, primarily among those involved in

personnel practices in the district, is the question of how much

time should the TA work directly with students, and what kinds of

activities should the TA be allowed to conduct with them. The dev-

elopment of the TA position to date indicates to the DS Coordinators

a strong need to produce a clear and concise description of the TA

role, with specific guidelines for time allotments for the TAs

activities with students. This is necessary to prevent the use of

TAs as substitutes for absent teachers, and insure that TAs will not

be expected to plan lessons, conduct the activities, and evaluate

students. Planning lessons, conducting activities, and evaluating .

students are aspects of the role of the certificated teacher. Only

the second of these, that of conducting activities, should properly

be included in the TA role; indeed, it is the basic function of the TA.

A second recommendation of the next section is offered as part of

the response for those concerns.

In summary, the data so far indicate that Teaching Assistants

are generally performing the tasks originally expected of them in

the position. Further, there has been no emerging effort on the part

of the Spring Creek and Parker staffs to seek more Teaching Assistants

by releasing some of their certified teachers. Finally, neither staff

has demonstrated a willfull intent to misuse the Teaching Assistants in

any way. In fact, there has been a concerted effort in both schools

to be extremely careful that the TAs are not misused and that they

are asked to perform only their expected role.

11
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are proposed by the DS Coordinators

after studying the data gathered to date and after much deliberation

and consultation with the Personnel Director, Area Directors, principals

and teachers in the DS schools, and the Teaching Assistants themselves.

They are presented as ideas for the beginning of further discussion and

negotiation about the role of the TA and its potential for the Eugene

School District.

The first recommendation addresses itself to the issue raised

by many professional educators, namely, that the Teaching Assistant

program is a major potential threat to teachers because approximately

three Teaching Assistants can be employed for one average teaching

salary. The recommendation has the following four components:

1) We propose that the district board and administration

consider a major change in the budget allotments for

the staffing of schools. It is suggested that an allot-

ment be established, as is presently the case, for the

provision of a necessary number of professional and

clerical staff.

2) A basic change we propose is that the district in

addition establish a flexible allotment for staffing

each school. There would be no restrictions on the use

of this allotment for either professional or non-

certified staff. Hawever, each school staff would be

required to show evidence to the administration of having

evaluated it needs for staff, to indicate to the admin-

istration the intended utilization of personnel acquired

from the flexible allotment, and to provide a plan of

1
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action for evaluating the results of that staff performance.

The flexible allotment would allow each staff to decide

whether the needs of the pi-ogram would best be met by the

use of TAs or of other specialists.

3) It is proposed that a school with a well-designed plan for

staffing and evaluation of its program at a designated time

could request the addition of Teaching Assistants from the

monies allotted for certificated or non-certificated staff.

It is suggested at this time, however, that a limit be set

upon the amount of money that could be used from either allot-

ment.

4) Finally, it is suggested that the EEA TEPS committee, the

District Personnel Director, and the area directors work

jointly with the DS Coordinators and the TAs to develop

final guidelines for the previous three sections of this

recommendation. These guidelines would be completed by

June, 1972.

The second recommendation relates directly to the role of the

Teaching Assistant, and proposes the acceptance of the position in

the district's staffing pattern as an alternative way of providing

education for students. The recommendation is as follows:

We propose that the Teaching Assistant position be

accepted as a regular position in the staffing pattern

of the Eugene School District. Acceptance of this proposal

would not necessarily provide each school in the district

to have an equal number of TAs. It would mean that the

position is available for schools that determine that

Teaching Assistants could help them to improve the program

13
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in that school. We mean that the district will have a

set of guidelines for selecting Teaching Assistants, a

description of the actual roles that the TA can perform,

and a policy stating who is responsible for supervision

and evaluation of the TA. It is suggested that these

guidelines be developed by the same group formed in

recommendation number 1.

A final recommendation is that the five elementary schools

presently participating in the DS Project be provided monies to

continue the Teaching Assistant Program. This provision would

cover the transitional period until the studies are completed

regarding the methods of budgeting in schools, the final rate of

pay, and the TA role description. It is proposed that an increase

in salary be granted to those TAs who have worked for one or two

years in the project's experimental phase. It is further recom-

mended that the monies needed for this recommendation be drawn

from the present budget allotment for the experimental phase of

the DS Project.

A FINAL REMARK

In summary, we strongly recommend that the Teaching Assistant

position be established in the district as another alternative way

to organize staffs for instruction. The data indicate very positive

ouLcomes from the program to date. Recognizing the various concerns

and problems also indicated by the data the DS Coordinators will

continue through the rest of this year to make the adjustments nec-

essary to overcome the concerns.

14
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We are convinced that the recommendations proposed in this

report are realistic for the district in terms of how the district

can finance such a program, how guidelines should be established

for further development of the Teaching Assistant role, and what

requirements must be placed upon school staffs that decide to utilize

the services of the TA.

15



Appendix A

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Differentiated Staffing Project
May, 1970

PARAPROFESSIONAL
ROLE ANALYSIS

Description

The paraprofessional shall provide instructional assistance to

the certified staff. The main responsibility will be to serve as

teaching technician, performing a number of teaching tasks with

students.

Specific Functions

1) Provide individual research help for students seeking assistance.

2) Serve as listener and helper to small reading groups.

3) Serve as a discussion leader for large or small groups.

4) Seek out information and materials for instruction by
self or other unit staff members.

5) Provide assistance to teachers in analyzing individual
student progress.

6) Assist teachers in the creation of learning packages or
programs.

7) Operate audio-visual aids for groups of students.

8) Salary and contract hours are presently being considered.

Personal Qualities Desired

1) Demonstrates positive attitude toward children.

2) Demonstrates awareness of educational goals and objectives.

3) Possesses ability to relate positively with other adults.

4) Demonstrates ability to follow instructions and carry out
necessary tasks.

5) Demonstrates desire to improve self skills and instructional
skills necessary to the position.

16
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Appendix B

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Differentiated Staffing Project

Instructional Assistants Log - 1970-71

SCHOOL

DATE
DAY
LOGGED

A. Estimate the time in minutes spent on each task.
TASK NO. OF MINUTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fril

Working with Total Class of Students

a. Discussion

b. Reading to class

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Operating audio-visual aids

e. Administrating assignments &
monitoring tests

Working with Small Student Groups

a. Discussion

b. Skill reinforcement - Conducting
drill exercises

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Assisting with student research

Working with Individual Students

a. Reinforcement of skills

b. Assisting with student research

c. Desk to desk individual help

d. Reading to a student

_

e. Hearing a student read

Working with Staff
a. Seeking out materials

b. Attending meetings

c. Assisting with Evaluation of
Students

I

,



5.

6.

7.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Clerical Duties

a. Reproducing test, worksheets,
transparencies

b. Constructing materials (bulletin
boards, games, etc.)

c. Correcting papers and tests

d. Housekeeping

e. Hearing a student read
,

Supervision Duties

a. Recess supervision

b. Noon duty

-

c. Halls supervision

d. Field trips

Working Alone

a. Planning

b. Research

B. List difficulties or problems encountered during the week. Haw were
they resolved?

C. List any tasks performed that do not fit the categories in section
A. How much time did the tasks take?

18
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DATE

SCHOOL

1) From whom do you receive most of your supervision?

2) With whom do you spend most of your time planning for what you do?

3) Discuss any general thoughts or feelings about the position of Teaching
Assistant (paraprofessional) that you might have at this time.

4) Are there any particular kinds of training programs that you think
would be beneficial at this time in assisting you in fulfilling your
responsibilities better?

19
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provide material for discussion. Similarly, existing instruments for

evaluation will also be collected and catalogued, although fresh

constructions for them will probably be necessary. Since these instru-

ments must refer not only to cognitive but also to non-cognitive aims,

work on the instruments for evaluation ought to help bring about a

change in the work of the school in favour of a more all-round surveyal

of its general objectives.

1.3 The need for a classification scheme listing educational cbjectives

As stated above, it was thought that the collection of the descriptions

of aims of instruction in literature should be catalogued according to

a classification scheme covering the general objectives of the school.

The instruments for evaluation should also be arranged in accordance

with the same scheme as there is a close link between objectives and

evaluation. Possibly such a scheme could also be of use for the collec-

tion of methods.

For the scheme of classification the intention was to use from the

outset, those general aims of the activity of the school listed by the

Swedish Education Committee of 1957, these are also found in the

Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1962, or the later revision

of them expected in the Curriculum of 1969. In the course of the work

it was found, however, that none of these lists was wholly suitable

for the purpose. Following a study of various taxonomic works already

in existence, LIGRU began the construction of its own scheme of

classification. A two-dimensional scheme has been devised which, it

is felt, serves the purpose intended. Several members of our department

took part in the discussions which led to the final shape of this

scheme and there will sometimes be a reference to these discussions

in the following pages. I would like to express my aratitude for this help.

The classification scheme is an integral part of the work of LIGRU

but it was decided to publish it in a separate report as the scheme

and the discussion that led to it could also be of interest in other

contexts. There may be a need to analyse the aims of other "subjects"

in a similar fashion. Comparisons may be made between aims as they

are understood in various social groups, at various times, and in diffe-

rent countries. Although the scheme is not intended to be normative,

it could be of some interest in practical work. It could, for example,

10
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be of assistance to those responsible for planning syllabi by illustra-

ting what types of objectives can be laid down. Certain conceivable

objectives may be rejected, but it will be less easy to overlook them.

Various taxonomic works were studied as a basis for the work on the

classification scheme proposed here. A survey of earlier schemes will

be given in chapter 2. A discussion of the reported classification

schemes is then reproduced in chapter 3, leading to the final form of

the system: chapter 4. Lastly, in chapter 5, there is a treatment of

the possible applications of the scheme.
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2 EARLIER CLASSIFICATION SCHEHES LISTING EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

As a basis for further discussion there follows a review of some

classification schemes. Several American examples ,nd one German will

be compared with the schemes produced in Swedish school reform work.

A division of these schemes into types is not easily made.

Taba (1962, 211) suggests that there are three different types:

1) description of behaviour, 2) description of content, and

3) "a two-dimensional model by a description of behavior and of the

content to which this behavior applies". There are intermediary forms,

however.

Certain schemes (e.g. Bobbit or The Swedish Education Committee

of 1946) list a series of objectives that may be regarded as content-

oriented; even if they speak of behaviour (activities), e.g. Cobbit:

language activities, religious activities, unspecialized practical

activities, etc. But sometimes content-oriented and behaviour-oriented

objectives are mixed. Thus the Swedish Comprehensive School Curricu-

lum of 1969 mentions content-oriented general objectives such as

aesthetic and social, and also cognitive and emotional "functions"

which are behaviour-oriented goals. In this latter case there is only

one list of objectives, however, so that one nevertheless could speak

of a series of goal areas. In the following such lists are assembled

under the heading "Lists of goal areasn(2.1).

Other lists of educational objectives are clearly given as behaviour-

oriented with no statement of cortent (e.g. Taba). Such categories

will here be called aspects. !Then the categories are arranged in

hierarchial order one may speak of levels. These systems are brought

under the heading "Lists of aspects or hierarchial levels" (2.2)

The two-dimensional type has two sub-types. Either different aspects

are used for the different goal areas or the same aspects are used for

all goal areas. In certain cases there is a difficulty, hameve. A

that the goal areas are not content-oriented or not exclusively ..on-

tent-oriented. In the work of Bloom and associates there are three

"domains", the cognitive, the affective, and the motor-skill, and for

each of these domains there is a series of hierarchial levels. So this

system may be seen as two-dimensional. In the German LOT-Project these

three domains are presented as "classes of behaviour", however, and

there is another list of "classes of content". In the following there

12
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is only a formal division, so that two-dimensional systems are brought

together (2.3) and divided into systems that use different aspects

for the different goal areas (2.3.1) and systems that use the same

aspects for all goal areas (2.3.2). The problems that,arlse through

this division will be dealt with later in the discussion in chapter 3.

2.1 Lists of goal areas

Bobbit (1924)

Lists of goal areas may be short or very extensive. Franklin Bobbit

(How to make a curriculum; 1924, quoted from Brubacher 1966, 284)

presented a short one:

language activities

health

citizenship

general social contacts

keeping mentally fit

leisure occupations

religious activities

parental responsibilities

unspecialized practical activities

vocational activities

Eiqht-Year Study of the Progressive Education Association:

Smith and Tyler (1942)

The Eight-Year Study gave the following list of 10 goal areas

(Smith and Tyler 1942, 18). It should be pointed out that Taba (1962, 209)

uses the list somewhat freely.

the development of effective methods of thinkino

the cultivation of useful work habits and study skills

the inculcation of social attitudes

the acquisition of a wide range of significant interests

the development of increased appreciation of music, art, literature,

and other esthetic experiences

the development of social sensitivity

the developffent of better personal-social adjustment

the/acquisition of important information

the development of physical health

the development of a consistent philosophy of life

13
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Russell Sage Foundation, Goals in High School:

French (1957)

The Russell Sage Foundation, in co-operation with The National Associa-

tion of Secondary School Principals and The Educational Testing Service,

published a work on the goals in high school (French and Associates

1957). This is a very extensive listing. The headings are the following:

1. Growing toward self-realization

1.1 Developing behaviors indicative

1.2 Developing behaviors indicative

tation and integration

1.3 Developing behaviors indicative

and physical health

1.4 Developing behaviors indicative

and independence

Growing in ability to maintain

group relationships

Developing behaviors

development

Developing behaviors

cultural orientation

Developing behaviors

health and safety in

Developing behaviors

2.

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

of intellectual self-realization

of growth toward cultural orien-

of growth toward personal mental

of growth toward economic literacy

desirable small (face-to-face)

indicative of intellectual growth and

in small group situations indicative of

and integration

involved in maintaining physical and mental

small (face-to-face) group situations

indicative of growth toward economic compe-

tence and independence in small nroup situations

Growing iR ability to maintain the relationships imposed by

membership in large organizations

Developing behaviors indicative of intellectual gramth and

development

Developing behaviors indicative of growth trmard cultural orien-

tation and integration

Developing behaviors indicative of understanding problems of men-

tal and physical health

Developing behaviors indicative of growth toward economic compe-

tence and independence

Under these headings there are sub-headings. As an example the para-

graph 1.2 may be reproduced:

1. Growing toward self-realization

14
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1.2 Developing behaviors indicative of growth toward cultural

orientation and integration

1.21 Revealing the personal und ters-andinps and characteristics of

the good citizen

1.22 Attaining a perspective on Present-day events, cultures, and

conditions

1.23 Attaining orientation to the 15ysical world and appreciation

of what scientific advancements mean to the world

1.24 Improving in ability to apPlY ethical values as gained from

religion, philosophy, and dirc
t experience to own decisions

and behavior

1.25 Developing aesthetic and a rti stic appreciations.

The goals are then broken down again,

The Swedish Education CommittgOL195.6 (1948)

The Swedish listings of goal arOs have been of the shorter type.

The list of the Education Committee of 1946 (Skolkommission, 1946 ars,

1943, 23-38)(if we ignore the first Doint care of-pupils - which is

hardly a goal in our sense)
is a5 f011ows:

education in study skills

linguistic and mathematical skills

all-round education

aesthetic education

practical education

vocational education

health education

social education

personality formation (described as a synthesis of the other aims)

The Swedish Education Committ2e_e--127 ( 1961)

With the aid of print types used and inserted italics it is possible

to produce a list of general educatl °nal objectives described in 1961

by the Education Committee of 195/ R
(-kolberedning, 1957 ars,1961, 150-

181):

individual education

developing the pupil's personality

intellectual schooling
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emotional development

aesthetic education

development of the volitional life

ethical education

work education

education for leisure time

health education

education for family life

basic knowledge and skills

linguistic skills

mathematical skill

information about surrounding reality and the past

social education

The Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum (1962)

The Swedish "grundskola" curriculum of 1962 (in the reference list:

Skolöverstyrelsen 1962; in the following abbreviated as Lgr 62) is

based on the exposition of the Education Committee of 1957. Thus its

list of the general educational aims, although not so explicit (Lgr 62,

13-18) tallies with that of the Education Committee.

The Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum (1969)

In the new "grundskola" curriculum of 1969 (in the reference list:

Skolöverstyrelsen 1)699 that is the general part I; in the following

abbreviated as Lgr 6) there are two separate lists of general aims.

One is a section (12-15) resembling and, to a great extent, taken ver-

batim from Lgr 62. The other is an entirely new list presented in

connection with the treatment of evaluation (71-73).

The first of these sections is less explicit than the corresponding

part in Lgr 62. It is possible to discern the following objectives,

however (partly with the help of italicized words):

schooling of the intellect (13)

enrichment and developing of the emotional life (13, on p. 42 the term

emotional deepening is used)

development of the volitional life (13)

creating pleasure in one-s work (13, interest in studies, p. 14,

presumably belongs to this category)

directing one-s attention towards active contributions to social life (14)

16
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directing one's attention towards giving a developina and valuable

content to the leisure time (14)

cultivation of the inclination towards aesthetic values (14)

awakening the interest in the conception of life and the outlook on

society (14)

imparting knowledge and habits concerning mental and bodily health (14)

social development (14-15)

basic training in knowledge and skills (12, cf. 10)

There is also evidence here of the dichotomy between individual and

social education found in the Education Committee of 1957 and in Lgr 62,

as the expressions "individual development" and "the social development

of the pupils" are found in the margin.

The second section makes a division into six "goal functions":

cognitive functions (acquisition and application of knowledge and

skills in the school subjects)

manual functions (ability and skill in manual work)

emotional functions (manifestations of emotional and volitional

maturity)

aesthetic functions (ability to experience and express aesthetic values)

physical functions (physical and physiological adaptation to external

conditions of life)

social functions (manifestations of participation 411 a community and

ability to co-operate)

Discussions of the 7oa1 areas in the Swedish Comprehensive 5chool

curriculum of 1962 (1968-69)

Before the publication of the curriculum of 1969, two Swedish projects

of educational research have discussed the general educational objecti-

ves, e.g. the listing of goal areas given by theEducation Committee of

1957. The project "SK" (which deals with civics in the higher stages

of the comprehensive school, the "grundskola") has published a report,

"Analysis and interpretation of the objectives of the'grundskola"

(Dahlgren et alia 1968). The project "Social development and training

in the 'grundskola'" has treated the concept social training and its

relation to other goals (Yebio 1969). (Dahlgren et alia treat the

listing of the Education Committee of 1957, Yebio, the objectives in

Lgr 62, which, in fact, is the same).
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Both reports point out that the boundaries between the different goals

in Lgr 62 are diffuse and that the objectives to some extent overlap.

In the report from the project SK Per Sjöstrand thus emphasizes that

he found it difficult to separate the different objectives and main-

tains that it may be because some of them are to be seen as a means of

obtaining other objectives (65). He has designed a paradigm (66) illust-

ratina the relations between different objectives. I.a. he indicates

the connection between ethical education and education for family life

and that between aesthetic education and education for leisure time.

Yebio has treated the concepts of personality education, individual

education, social education, and ethical education and finds that

personality education is a superior goal that can be divided into the

lateral objectives, individual education, social education and ethical

education. These overlap to a certain decree, however (6-7). The

difficulties that arise are illustrated if one pictures the hierarchy

of the goals mentioned, as given in Yebio and in Lgr 62 (Figure 1).

That no one is wholly satisfied with the Swedish listings of goal areas

is also evident from Lgr 69 (General parts 72),where it is said that

the division inte the six "goal functions" previously mentioned makes

no claim to be complete or definitive. Instead it is hoped that it will

be "the starting-point for a purposeful vork to precise and systematize

evaluation."

2.2 Lists of aspects or hierarchial levels

Taba (1962)

Hilda Taba (1962, 211) touches "the advantage" and "the difficultv" of

a two-dimensional model (of the type dealt with below under section 2.3).

It seems that she is of the opinion that one has either to classify

according to content or according to behaviour. "Recently", it is said,

"classification by types of behavior has been favored because it seems

more functional as a basis for curriculum developPent and for evalua-

tion than classification by content." Her list of "types of behavioral

objectives"is as follows (1962, 211-228):



Figure 1. The relations between some goal areas according to

Lgr 62 and Yebio (1969)

Iindividual education
I

1

Ipersonality education

,

I

Iethical education
I

Lgr 62

social education

Yebio

personality education
I

I

Iindividual education
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social education 1 ethical education I
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knowledge: facts, ideas, concepts

reflective thinking

interpretation of data

application of facts and principles

logical reasoning

values and attitudes

sensitivities and feelins

skills

Scriven (1967)

This list is to be found in Aichael Scriven (Scriven 1967, 74-76):

knowledge

comprehension or understanding

motivation (attitude/values/affect)

nonmental abilities

(noneducational variables)

The listing is dependent on the taxonomies of !loom and associates

(see below under 2.3.1). Yith "comprehension or understanding" are

assembled 'application", "analyzine, "synthesizing" and "evaluation".

In "nonmental abilities" are included "perc3ptual ability", "psycho-

motor ability", "motor ability" and "social skills".

Two-dinensional models

Eight-Year Study of the Progressive Education ?Association:

Smith and Tyler (1942)

The Eight-Year Study presented a list of 10 rgoal areas reproduced above

under 2.1. There is a short passage, however, that gives an idea of a

two-dimensional model (Smith and Tyler 1942, 13):

"He must not forget that the human beinn reacts in a fairly unified

fashion; hence, in any given situation information is not usually sepa-

rated from skills, from ways of thinkina, or from attitudes, interests,

and appreciations. For example, a student who encounters an important

social-civfc problem is expected to draw upon his information, to use

such skill as he has in locating additional facts, to think through

the problem critically, to make choices of courses of action in terms

of fundamental values and attitudes, and to be continually interested

in better solutions to such problems."
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Ho two-dimensional model is given, however. Had such a model been

proposed, it seems that it would have been of the type called here.a mo-

del with the same aspects for all goal areas (2.3.2).

2.3.1 Two-dimensional models with different aspects for different goal areas

Bloom and Associates (1956 and 1964)

The hierarchial taxonomies of Lenjamin S. Bloom and his associates may

be regarded as representing a two-dimensional system as there are three

"domains": the cognitive, the affective and "the manipulative or motor-

skill area" (Bloom et alia 1957, 7; in Krathwohl et alia 1964, 6, men-

tion is made of "the psychomotor educational objectives").

In the cognitive area the hierarchial levels can be said to be

either two or six as there is not only a distinction between "knowledge"

and "intellectual abilities and skills" but also a division of the latter

into five levels. The affective levels are five. For the understanding

of these "affective" levels it is of interest that the more common

terms "interest" and "appreciation" are said to concern the levels

"receiving", "responding" and "valuing", the terms "attitudes" and

"value" the levels "responding", "valuing" ani "organization", and the

term "adjustment" the levels "responding", "valuing", "organization"

and "characterization by a value or value complex" (Krathwohl et alia

1964, 37, Figure 1). The taxonomy of the motor-skill area is not yet

finished.

The system is thus:

Cognitive domain

knowledge

intellectual abilites

and skills

comprehension

application

analysis

synthesis

evaluation

;:ffective domain

receiving

responding

valuing

organization

characterization

by a value or

value complex

iotor-skill
lysychomotor)domain

(not finished)
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Generally, the TAs indicated high job satisfaction but expressed

some personal concerns and recommendations for change. This infor-

mation was then relayed to the Curriculum Associates by the DS

Coordinators Several changes are occuring and different results

appear to be emerging during the second year of the experimental

phase. A copy of the actual log sheets used is found in Appendix B.

Reactions from other staff members at Parker and Spring Creek

about the role and performance of the TA have been mixed. Staff

members feel most positive about the assistance that TAs provide

to individuals and small groups of students, the working relationship

between TAs and other staff members, and the willingness with which

the TAs have performed the tasks requested of them. On the other hand,

staff members have been concerned with the difficulty in trying to

develop a new role for the district,with identifying when a TA can

and cannot work with students on his own, and in overcoming the

feelings that the TA is another clerical aide.

Some district personnel (not directly teaching or working in

the DS schools) have expressed concern about the future impact of the

TA program as it relates to protecting educators. The most usual

question from those connected to the professional teaching assoc-

iations is, "If you can hire three Teaching Assistants for the same

amount as one teacher, what is to prevent boards and administrators

from replacing some teachers with Teaching Assistants?" The response

of the DS Coordinators has been that of recognizing that a potential

problem exists and that a solution will have to be found. We do not

have the answer ready this instant, but we do feel that the answer is

not to abolish the TA position. One of the recommendations in the

10
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following section relates to this issue.

The other major issue, primarily among those involved in

personnel practices in the district, is the question of how much

time should the TA work directly with students, and what kinds of

activities should the TA be allowed to conduct with them. The dev-

elopment of the TA position to date indicates to the DS Coordinators

a strong need to produce a clear and concise description of the TA

role, with specific guidelines for time allotments for the TAs

activities with students. This is necessary to prevent the use of

TAs as substitutes for absent teachers, and insure that TAs will not

be expected to plan lessons, conduct the activities, and evaluate

students. Planning lessons, conducting activities, and evaluating .

students are aspects of the role of the certificated teacher. Only

the second of these, that of conducting activities, should properly

be included in the TA role; indeed, it is the basic function of the TA.

A second recommendation of the next section is offered as part of

the response for those concerns.

In summary, the data so far indicate that Teaching Assistants

are generally performing the tasks originally expected of them in

the position. Further, there has been no emerging effort on the part

of the Spring Creek and Parker staffs to seek more Teaching Assistants

by releasing some of their certified teachers. Finally, neither staff

has demonstrated a wIllfull intent to misuse the Teaching Assistants in

any way. In fact, there has been a concerted effort in both schools

to be extremely careful that the TAs are not misused and that they

are asked to perform only their expected role.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are proposed by the DS Coordinators

after studying the data gathered to date and after much deliberation

and consultation with the Personnel Director, Area Directors, principals

and teachers in the DS schools, and the Teaching Assistants themselves.

They are presented as ideas for the beginning of further discussion and

negotiation about the role of the TA and its potential for the Eugene

School District.

The first recommendation addresses itself to the issue raised

by many professional educators, namely, that the Teaching Assistant

program is a major potential threat to teachers because approximately

three Teaching Assistants can be employed for one average teaching

salary. The recommendation has the following four components:

1) We propose that the district board and administration

consider a major change in the budget allotments for

the staffing of schools. It is suggested that an allot-

ment be established, as is presently the case, for the

provision of a necessary number of professional and

clerical staff.

2) A basic change we propose is that the district in

addition establish a flexible allotment for staffing

each school. There would be no restrictions on the use

of this allotment for either professional or non-

certified staff. However, each school staff would be

required to show evidence to the administration of having

evaluated it needs for staff, to indicate to the admin-

istration the intended utilization of personnel acquired

from the flexible allotment, and to provide a plan of
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action for evaluating the results of that staff performance.

The flexible allotment would allow each staff to decide

whether the needs of the program would best be met by the

use of TAs or of other specialists.

3) It is proposed that a school with a well-designed plan for

staffing and evaluation of its program at a designated time

could request the addition of Teaching Assistants from the

monies allotted for certificated or non-certificated staff.

It is suggested at this time, however, that a limit be set

upon the amount of money that could be used from either allot-

ment.

4) Finally, it is suggested that the EEA TEPS committee, the

District Personnel Director, and the area directors work

jointly with the DS Coordinators and the TAs to develop

final guidelines for the previous three sections of this

recommendation. These guidelines would be completed by

June, 1972.

The second recommendation relates directly to the role of the

Teaching Assistant, and proposes the acceptance of the position in

the district's staffing pattern as an alternative way of providing

education for students. The recommendation is as follows:

We propose that the Teaching Assistant position be

accepted as a regular position in the staffing pattern

of the Eugene School District. Acceptance of this proposal

would not necessarily provide each school in the district

to have an equal number of TAs. It would mean that the

position is available for schools that determine that

Teaching Assistants could help them to improve the program

13
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in that school. We mean that the district will have a

set of guidelines for selecting Teaching Assistants, a

description of the actual roles that the TA can perform,

and a policy stating who is responsible for supervision

and evaluation of the TA. It is suggested that these

guidelines be developed by the same group formed in

recommendation number 1.

A final recommendation is that the five elementary schools

presently participating in the DS Project be provided monies to

continue the Teaching Assistant Program. This provision would

cover the transitional period until the studies are completed

regarding the methods of budgeting in schools, the final rate of

pay, and the TA role description. It is proposed that an increase

in salary be granted to those TAs who have worked for one or two

years in the project's experimental phase. It is further recom-

mended that the monies needed for this recommendation be drawn

from the present budget allotment for the experimental phase of

the DS Project.

A FINAL REMARK

In summary, we strongly recommend that the Teaching Assistant

position be established in the district as another alternative way

to organize staffs for instruction. The data indicate very positive

ouLcomes from the program to date. Recognizing the various concerns

and problems also indicated by the data, the DS Coordinators will

continue through the rest of this year to make the adjustments nec-

essary to overcome the concerns.

14
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We are convinced that the recommendations proposed in this

report are realistic for the district in terms of how the district

can finance such a program, how guidelines should be established

for further development of the Teaching Assistant role, and what

requirements must be placed upon school staffs that decide to utilize

the services of the TA.

,

15



Appendix A

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Differentiated Staffing Project
May, 1970

PARAPROFESSIONAL
ROLE ANALYSIS

Description

The paraprofessional shall provide instructional assistance to

the certified staff. The main responsibility will be to serve as

teaching technician, performing a number of teaching tasks with

students.

Specific Functions

1) Provide individual research help for students seeking assistance.

2) Serve as listener and helper to small reading groups.

3) Serve as a discussion leader for large or small groups.

4) Seek out information and materials for instruction by
self or other unit staff members.

5) Provide assistance to teachers in analyzing individual
student progress.

6) Assist teachers in the creation of learning packages or
programs.

7) Operate audio-visual aids for groups of students.

8) Salary and contract hours are presently being considered.

Personal Qualities Desired

1) Demonstrates positive attitude toward children.

2) Demonstrates awareness of educational goals and objectives.

3) Possesses ability to relate positively with other adults.

4) Demonstrates ability to follow instructions and carry out
necessary tasks.

5) Demonstrates desire to improve self skills and instructional
skills necessary to the position.

16
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Appendix B

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Differentiated Staffing Project

Instructional Assistants Log - 1970-71

SCHOOL

DATE
DAY
LOGGED

A. Estimate the time in minutes spent on each task.
TASK NO. OF MINUTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fril

Working with Total Class of Students'

a. Discussion

b. Reading to class

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Operating audio-visual aids

e. Administrating assignments &
monitoring tests

Working with Small Student Groups

a. Discussion

b. Skill reinforcement - Conducting
drill exercises

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Assisting with student research

Working with Individual Students

a. Reinforcement of skills

b. Assisting with student research

c. Desk to desk individual help
.

d. Reading to a student

e. Hearing a student read

Working with Staff
a. Seeking out materials

b. Attending meetings

c. Assisting with Evaluation of
Students

I

,



5.

6.

7.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Clerical Duties

a. Reproducing test, worksheets,
transparencies

-

b. Constructing materials (bulletin
boards, games, etc.)

c. Correcting papers and tests

d. Housekeeping

e. Hearing a student read

Supervision Duties

a. Recess supervision

b. Noon duty
r

c. Halls supervision

d. Field trips

Working Alone

a. Planning

b. Research
t , .

B. List difficulties or problems encountered during the week. Haw were
they resolved?

C. List any tasks performed that do not fit the categories in section
A. How much time did the tasks take?

18



NAME.

DATE

SCHOOL

1) From whom do you receive most of your supervision?

2) With whom do you spend most of your time planning for what you do?

3) Discuss any general thoughts or feelings about the position of Teaching
Assistant (paraprofessional) that you might have at this time.

4) Are there any particular kinds of training programs that you think
would be beneficial at this time in assisting you in fulfilling your
responsibilities better?
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Generally, the TAs indicated high job satisfaction but expressed

some personal concerns and recommendations for change. This infor-

mation was then relayed to the Curriculum Associates by the DS

Coordinators. Several changes are occuring and different results

appear to be emerging during the second year of the experimental

phase. A copy of the actual log sheets used is found in Appendix B.

Reactions from other staff members at Parker and Spring Creek

about the role and performance of the TA have been mixed. Staff

members feel most positive about the assistance that TAs provide

to individuals and small groups of students, the working relationship

between TAs and other staff members, and the willingness with which

the TAs have performed the tasks requested of them. On the other hand,

staff members have been concerned with the difficulty in trying to

develop a new role for the district,with identifying when a TA can

and cannot work with students on his own, and in overcoming the

feelings that the TA is another clerical aide.

Some district personnel (not directly teaching or working in

the DS schools) have expressed concern about the future impact of the

TA program as it relates to protecting educators. The most usual

question from those connected to the professional teaching assoc-

iations is, "If you can hire three Teaching Assistants for the same

amount as one teacher, what is to prevent boards and administrators

from replacing some teachers with Teaching Assistants?" The response

of the DS Coordinators has been that of recognizing that a potential

problem exists and that a solution will have to be found. We do not

have the answer ready this instant, but we do feel that the answer is

not to abolish the TA position. One of the recommendations in the

10
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following section relates to this issue.

The other major issue, primarily among those involved in

personnel practices in the district, is the question of how much

time should the TA work directly with students, and what kinds of

activities should the TA be allowed to conduct with them. The dev-

elopment of the TA position to date indicates to the DS Coordinators

a strong need to produce a clear and concise description of the TA

role, with specific guidelines for time allotments for the TAs

activities with students. This is necessary to prevent the use of

TAs as substitutes for absent teachers, and insure that TAs will not

be expected to plan lessons, conduct the activities, and evaluate

students. Planning lessons, conducting activities, and evaluating .

students are aspects of the role of the certificated teacher. Only

the second of these, that of conducting activities, should properly

be included in the TA role; indeed, it is the basic function of the TA.

A second recommendation of the next section is offered as part of

the response for those concerns.

In summary, the data so far indicate that Teaching Assistants

are generally performing the tasks originally expected of them in

the position. Further, there has been no emerging effort on the part

of the Spring Creek and Parker staffs to seek more Teaching Assistants

by releasing some of their certified teachers. Finally, neither staff

has demonstrated a willfull intent to misuse the Teaching Assistants in

any way. In fact, there has been a concerted effort in both schools

to be extremely careful that the TAs are not misused and that they

are asked to perform only their expected role.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are proposed by the DS Coordinators

after studying the data gathered to date and after much deliberation

and consultation with the Personnel Director, Area Directors, principals

and teachers in the DS schools, and the Teaching Assistants themselves.

They are presented as ideas for the beginning of further discussion and

negotiation about the role of the TA and its potential for the Eugene

School District.

The first recommendation addresses itself to the issue raised

by many professional educators, namely, that the Teaching Assistant

program is a major potential threat to teachers because approximately

three Teaching Assistants can be employed for one average teaching

salary. The recommendation has the following four components:

1) We propose that the district board and administration

consider a major change in the budget allotments for

the staffing of schools. It is suggested that an allot-

ment be established, as is presently the case, for the

provision of a necessary number of professional and

clerical staff.

2) A basic change we propose is that the district in

addition establish a flexible allotment for staffing

each school. There would be no restrictions on the use

of this allotment for either professional or non-

certified staff. Hawever, each school staff would be

required to show evidence to the administration of having

evaluated it needs for staff, to indicate to the admin-

istration the intended utilization of personnel acquired

from the flexible allotment, and to provide a plan of

1
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action for evaluating the results of that staff performance.

The flexible allotment would allow each staff to decide

whether the needs of the pi-ogram would best be met by the

use of TAs or of other specialists.

3) It is proposed that a school with a well-designed plan for

staffing and evaluation of its program at a designated time

could request the addition of Teaching Assistants from the

monies allotted for certificated or non-certificated staff.

It is suggested at this time, however, that a limit be set

upon the amount of money that could be used from either allot-

ment.

4) Finally, it is suggested that the EEA TEPS committee, the

District Personnel Director, and the area directors work

jointly with the DS Coordinators and the TAs to develop

final guidelines for the previous three sections of this

recommendation. These guidelines would be completed by

June, 1972.

The second recommendation relates directly to the role of the

Teaching Assistant, and proposes the acceptance of the position in

the district's staffing pattern as an alternative way of providing

education for students. The recommendation is as follows:

We propose that the Teaching Assistant position be

accepted as a regular position in the staffing pattern

of the Eugene School District. Acceptance of this proposal

would not necessarily provide each school in the district

to have an equal number of TAs. It would mean that the

position is available for schools that determine that

Teaching Assistants could help them to improve the program

13
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in that school. We mean that the district will have a

set of guidelines for selecting Teaching Assistants, a

description of the actual roles that the TA can perform,

and a policy stating who is responsible for supervision

and evaluation of the TA. It is suggested that these

guidelines be developed by the same group formed in

recommendation number 1.

A final recommendation is that the five elementary schools

presently participating in the DS Project be provided monies to

continue the Teaching Assistant Program. This provision would

cover the transitional period until the studies are completed

regarding the methods of budgeting in schools, the final rate of

pay, and the TA role description. It is proposed that an increase

in salary be granted to those TAs who have worked for one or two

years in the project's experimental phase. It is further recom-

mended that the monies needed for this recommendation be drawn

from the present budget allotment for the experimental phase of

the DS Project.

A FINAL REMARK

In summary, we strongly recommend that the Teaching Assistant

position be established in the district as another alternative way

to organize staffs for instruction. The data indicate very positive

ouLcomes from the program to date. Recognizing the various concerns

and problems also indicated by the data, the DS Coordinators will

continue through the rest of this year to make the adjustments nec-

essary to overcome the concerns.

14
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We are convinced that the recommendations proposed in this

report are realistic for the district in terms of how the district

can finance such a program, how guidelines should be established

for further development of the Teaching Assistant role, and what

requirements must be placed upon school staffs that decide to utilize

the services of the TA.
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Appendix A

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Differentiated Staffing Project
May, 1970

PARAPROFESSIONAL
ROLE ANALYSIS

Description

The paraprofessional shall provide instructional assistance to

the certified staff. The main responsibility will be to serve as

teaching technician, performing a number of teaching tasks with

students.

Specific Functions

1) Provide individual research help for students seeking assistance.

2) Serve as listener and helper to small reading groups.

3) Serve as a discussion leader for large or small groups.

4) Seek out information and materials for instruction by
self or other unit staff members.

5) Provide assistance to teachers in analyzing individual
student progress.

6) Assist teachers in the creation of learning packages or
programs.

7) Operate audio-visual aids for groups of students.

8) Salary and contract hours are presently being considered.

Personal Qualities Desired

1) Demonstrates positive attitude toward children.

2) Demonstrates awareness of edu ational goals and objectives.

3) Possesses ability to relate positively with other adults.

4) Demonstrates ability to follow instructions and carry out
necessary tasks.

5) Demonstrates desire to improve self skills and instructional
skills necessary to the position.
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Appendix B

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Differentiated Staffing Project

Instructional Assistants Log - 1970-71

SCHOOL

DATE
DAY
LOGGED

A. Estimate the time in minutes spent on each task.
TASK NO. OF MINUTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fril

Working with Total Class of Students

a. Discussion

b. Reading to class

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Operating audio-visual aids

e. Administrating assignments &
monitoring tests

Working with Small Student Groups

a. Discussion

b. Skill reinforcement - Conducting
drill exercises

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Assisting with student research

Working with Individual Students

a. Reinforcement of skills

b. Assisting with student research

c. Desk to desk individual help

d. Reading to a student

-

e. Hearing a student read

Working with Staff
a. Seeking out materials

b. Attending meetings

c. Assisting with Evaluation of
Students

,



5.

6.

7.

IMon
Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Clerical Duties

a. Reproducing test, worksheets,
transparencies

b. Constructing materials (bulletin
boards, games, etc.)

c. Correcting papers and tests

d. Housekeeping

e. Hearing a student read
4

Supervision Duties

a. Recess supervision

b. Noon duty

c. Halls supervision

d. Field trips

Working Alone

a. Planning

b. Research
,

B. List difficulties or problems encountered during the week. How were
they resolved?

C. List any tasks performed that do not fit the categories in section
A. How much time did the tasks take?

18



NAME.

DATE

SCHOOL

1) From whom do you receive most of your supervision?

2) With whom do you spend most of your time planning for what you do?

3) Discuss any general thoughts or feelings about the position of Teaching
Assistant (paraprofessional) that you might have at this time.

4) Are there any particular kinds of training programs that you think
would be beneficial at this time in assisting you in fulfilling your
responsibilities better?

19
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Generally, the TAs indicated high job satisfaction but expressed

some personal concerns and recommendations for change. This infor-

mation was then relayed to the Curriculum Associates by the DS

Coordinators Several changes are occuring and different results

appear to be emerging during the second year of the experimental

phase. A copy of the actual log sheets used is found in Appendix B.

Reactions from other staff members at Parker and Spring Creek

about the role and performance of the TA have been mixed. Staff

members feel most positive about the assistance that TAs provide

to individuals and small groups of students, the working relationship

between TAs and other staff members, and the willingness with which

the TAs have performed the tasks requested of them. On the other hand,

staff members have been concerned with the difficulty in trying to

develop a new role for the district,with identifying when a TA can

and cannot work with students on his own, and in overcoming the

feelings that the TA is another clerical aide.

Some district personnel (not directly teaching or working in

the DS schools) have expressed concern about the future impact of the

TA program as it relates to protecting educators. The most usual

question from those connected to the professional teaching assoc-

iations is, "If you can hire three Teaching Assistants for the same

amount as one teacher, what is to prevent boards and administrators

from replacing some teachers with Teaching Assistants?" The response

of the DS Coordinators has been that of recognizing that a potential

problem exists and that a solution will have to be found. We do not

have the answer ready this instant, but we do feel that the answer is

not to abolish the TA position. One of the recommendations in the

10
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following section relates to this issue.

The other major issue, primarily among those involved in

personnel practices in the district, is the question of how much

time should the TA work directly with students, and what kinds of

activities should the TA be allowed to conduct with them. The dev-

elopment of the TA position to date indicates to the DS Coordinators

a strong need to produce a clear and concise description of the TA

role, with specific guidelines for time allotments for the TAs

activities with students. This is necessary to prevent the use of

TAs as substitutes for absent teachers, and insure that TAs will not

be expected to plan lessons, conduct the activities, and evaluate

students. Planning lessons, conducting activities, and evaluating .

students are aspects of the role of the certificated teacher. Only

the second of these, that of conducting activities, should properly

be included in the TA role; indeed, it is the basic function of the TA.

A second recommendation of the next section is offered as part of

the response for those concerns.

In summary, the data so far indicate that Teaching Assistants

are generally performing the tasks originally expected of them in

the position. Further, there has been no emerging effort on the part

of the Spring Creek and Parker staffs to seek more Teaching Assistants

by releasing some of their certified teachers. Finally, neither staff

has demonstrated a willfull intent to misuse the Teaching Assistants in

any way. In fact, there has been a concerted effort in both schools

to be extremely careful that the TAs are not misused and that they

are asked to perform only their expected role.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are proposed by the DS Coordinators

after studying the data gathered to date and after much deliberation

and consultation with the Personnel Director, Area Directors, principals

and teachers in the DS schools, and the Teaching Assistants themselves.

They are presented as ideas for the beginning of further discussion and

negotiation about the role of the TA and its potential for the Eugene

School District.

The first recommendation addresses itself to the issue raised

by many professional educators, namely, that tne Teaching Assistant

program is a major potential threat to teachers because approximately

three Teaching Assistants can be employed for one average teaching

salary. The recommendation has the following four components:

1) We propose that the district board and administration

consider a major change in the budget allotments for

the staffing of schools. It is suggested that an allot-

ment be established, as is presently the case, for the

provision of a necessary number of professional and

clerical staff.

2) A basic change we propose is that the district in

addition establish a flexible allotment for staffing

each school. There would be no restrictions on the use

of this allotment for either professional or non-

certified staff. However, each school staff would be

required to show evidence to the administration of having

evaluated it needs for staff, to indicate to the admin-

istration the intended utilization of personnel acquired

from the flexible allotment, and to provide a plan of

1 9
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action for evaluating the results of that staff performance.

The flexible allotment would allow each staff to decide

whether the needs of the piogram would best be met by the

use of TAs or of other specialists.

3) It is proposed that a school with a well-designed plan for

staffing and evaluation of its program at a designated time

could request the addition of Teaching Assistants from the

monies allotted for certificated or non-certificated staff.

It is suggested at this time, however, that a limit be set

upon the amount of money that could be used from either allot-

ment.

4) Finally, it is suggested that the EEA. TEPS committee, the

District Personnel Director, and the area directors work

jointly with the DS Coordinators and the TAs to develop

final guidelines for the previous three sections of this

recommendation. These guidelines would be completed by

June, 1972.

The second recommendation relates directly to the role of the

Teaching Assistant, and proposes the acceptance of the position in

the district's staffing pattern as an alternative way of providing

education for students. The recommendation is as follows:

We propose that the Teaching Assistant position be

accepted as a regular position in the staffing pattern

of the Eugene School District. Acceptance of this proposal

would not necessarily provide each school in the district

to have an equal number of TAs. It would mean that the

position is available for schools that determine that

Teaching Assistants could help them to improve the program

13
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in that school. We mean that the district will have a

set of guidelines for selecting Teaching Assistants, a

description of the actual roles that the TA can perform,

and a policy stating who is responsible for supervision

and evaluation of the TA. It is suggested that these

guidelines be developed by the same group formed in

recommendation number 1.

A final recommendation is that the five elementary schools

presently participating in the DS Project be provided monies to

continue the Teaching Assistant Program. This provision would

cover the transitional period until the studies are completed

regarding the methods of budgeting in schools, the final rate of

pay, and the TA role description. It is proposed that an increase

in salary be granted to those TAs who have worked for one or two

years in the project's experimental phase. It is further recom-

mended that the monies needed for this recommendation be drawn

from the present budget allotment for the experimental phase of

the DS Project.

A FINAL REMARK

In summary, we strongly recommend that the Teaching Assistant

position be established in the district as another alternative way

to organize staffs for instruction. The data indicate very positive

ouLcomes from the program to date. Recognizing the various concerns

and problems also indicated by the data, the DS Coordinators will

continue through the rest of this year to make the adjustments nec-

essary to overcome the concerns.

14
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We are convinced that the recommendations proposed in this

report are realistic for the district in terms of how the district

can finance such a program, how guidelines should be established

for further development of the Teaching Assistant role, and what

requirements must be placed upon school staffs that decide to utilize

the services of the TA.

13



Appendix A

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Differentiated Staffing Project
May, 1970

PARAPROFESSIONAL
ROLE ANALYSIS

Description

The paraprofessional shall provide instructional assistance to

the certified staff. The main responsibility will be to serve as

teaching technician, performing a number of teaching tasks with

students.

Specific Functions

1) Provide individual research help for students seeking assistance.

2) Serve as listener and helper to small reading groups.

3) Serve as a discussion leader for large or small groups.

4) Seek out information and materials for instruction by
self or other unit staff members.

5) Provide assistance to teachers in analyzing individual
student progress.

6) Assist teachers in the creation of learning packages or
programs.

7) Operate audio-visual aids for groups of students.

8) Salary and contract hours are presently being considered.

Personal Qualities Desired

1) Demonstrates positive attitude toward children.

2) Demonstrates awareness of educational goals and objectives.

3) Possesses ability to relate positively with other adults.

4) Demonstrates ability to follow instructions and carry out
necessary tasks.

5) Demonstrates desire to improve self skills and instructional
skills necessary to the position.
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NAME

Appendix B

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Differentiated Staffing Project

Instructional Assistants Log - 1970-71

SCHOOL

DATE
DAY
LOGGED

A. Estimate the time in minutes spent on each task.
TASK NO. OF MINUTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

IMon Tues Wed Thurs Fril

Working with Total Class of Students

a. Discussion
_

b. Reading to class

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Operating audio-visual aids

e. Administrating assignments &
monitoring tests

Working with Small Student Groups

a. Discussion

b. Skill reinforcement - Conducting
drill exercises

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Assisting with student research

Working with Individual Students

a. Reinforcement of skills

b. Assisting with student research

c. Desk to desk individual help
.

d. Reading to a student

e. Hearing a student read

Working with Staff
a. Seeking out materials

b. Attending meetings

c. Assisting with Evaluation of
Students

I
,



5.

6.

7.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Clerical Duties

a. Reproducing test, worksheets,
transparencies

-

b. Constructing materials (bulletin
boards, games, etc.)

c. Correcting papers and tests

d. Housekeeping

e. Hearing a student read

Supervision Duties

a. Recess supervision

b. Noon duty
,

-

c. Halls supervision

d. Field trips

Working Alone

a. Planning

b. Research
,

B. List difficulties or problems encountered during the week. Haw were
they resolved?

C. List any tasks performed that do not fit the categories in section
A. How much time did the tasks take?

18



NAME.

DATE

SCHOOL

1) From whom do you receive most of your supervision?

2) With whom do you spend most of your time planning for what you do?

3) Discuss any general thoughts or feelings about the position of Teaching
Assistant (paraprofessional) that you might have at this time.

4) Are there any particular kinds of training programs that you think
would be beneficial at this time in assisting you in fulfilling your
responsibilities better?

19
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Research for Better Schools (1969)

Another American two-dimensional system has been published in "Basic

Program Plan. Humanizing Learning Program" (Research for Better Schools

1969, H 22 - H 39). Here, the "cognitive" and "affective" domains of

the Bloom group are put together with a third area, "interpersonal domain"

(that is social education). It is said that the "psychomotor domain" is

not unimportant although it is excluded.

In the question of "the cognitive (intellectual) domain" there is

reference to Bloom (1956). His six levels are simplified to three, how-

ever: 1) "data recall", corresponding to "knowledge", 2) "data proces-

sing", corresponding to "comprehension", "application", "analysis" and

"synthesis", 3) "evaluation", corresponding to "evaluation". (This sim-

pljfication is in agreement with Simon and Boyer 1967, 8-10.) "Data

processing" and "evaluation" are put under one heading, however -

"higher order cognitive", while "data recall" is under the heading

"low order cognitive". Thus the category system for the cognitive area

proposed by Research for Better Schools may also be said to have two

levels only: "low order cognitive" and "higher order cognitive".

"The affective domain" is called "self actualization". Krathwohl et

alia (1964) and their five levels are quoted but the affective system

of Research for Better Schools has only three levels. The "interpersonal

domain" has six levels.

The system is thus:

Cognitive domain Interpersonal domain Self actualization
(Affective domain)

low order cogni- role recognition
tive

role flexibility
data recall

developing awareness
higher order cog- of, and being able

nitive to constructively
utilize individual

data processing differences
evaluation recognition of, and

skills in creating
many group climates

developing skills in
influence strategies

development of communi-
cation skills through
the use of technical
languages for descri-
bing human interaction

the enhancement of
the ability to
be aware of cul-
tural variations
and their impact
on personal res-
ponse patterns

awareness of self
and others

self-assurance and
responsibility
in approaching
and controlling
the environment

22

Psychomotor
domain

(not
treated)
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The Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum (1969) and the preparatory

work in the National Board of Education (Harklund 1969)

The Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969 was treated above

as there are two lists of goal areas in this curriculum. In the comment

to the latter of these lists (the division into six "goal functions")

there is a hint of a two-dimensional system, however, since "simple

cognitive memory functions" are mentioned (General part, 73), as are

"higher levels of cognitive goal functions" (72) and "the result develop-

ment from simple and more independence-lacking results to more advanced

manifestations of application and creative ability" (72).

What is no more than an idea of a two-dimensional model in the

Curriculum may be seen in more detail in the preparatory draft drawn

up by Sixten Marklund, a member of the National Board of Education.

It is of interest in this connection, as it is, so far, the only two-

dimensional model drawn up in Sweden. As it was working-material for

internal use the draft has not been printed. I have permission to quote

it here, however. The six "goal functions" appear as goal areas and

each of these has three to six hierarchial levels. The hierarchies of

the cognitive and emotional "functions" are dependent on the hierarchies

of -L.he cognitive and affective domains of the Bloom group. The system

is the following (according to the summary in Marklund 1969):

&..9.19nitive functions

Knowledge acquired
by memorizing

Understanding and
interpretation

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Physical functions

Physical health

Physical achievement
ability

Physical adaptation

Manual functions

Explorations

Manipulations

lAlorking processes

Constructions

Emotional functions

Attention

Response

Taking a position

Organizing of valua-
tions

Aesthetic functions

Structurizing

Production

Function

Social functions

Social observation

Tolerance and gratitude

Active co-operation

Social creativity
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2.3.2 Two-dimensional models with the same aspects for all goal areas

Oid-Century Committee on Outcomes in Elementary Education:

Russell Sage Foundation: Kearney (1953)

A two-dimensional model with the same aspects for all goal areas is

found in the work dealing with the goals of the elementary school published

by the Russell Sage Foundation (Kearney 1953). The goal areas are called

"curriculum areas" and the aspects "types of behavioral change".

The "curriculum areas" are:

physical development, health, body care

individual social and emotionaldevelopmeht

ethical behavior, standards, values

social relations

the social world

the physical world

esthetic development

communication

quantitative relationships.

As "types of behavioral change" are listed

knowledge and understanding

skill and competence

attitude and interest

action pattern.

The following definitions of "the types of behavioral change" are

given (Kearney 1953, 36):

"Know and understand... refer to things that are memorized, or that

are understood souell that they can be easily recalled.

The skills that average children should be able to use without care-

ful thought and planning, and the intellectual competences that child-

ren should be able to exercise in making decisions and judgments, in

being resourceful, in meeting difficult problems, in examining new and

difficult data, and so on.

The third column provides for items concerned with the basic needs

and drives of human beings - the exercise of will, the play of emotion

- as these are shown in interests and attitudes.
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Action patterns refer to broad generalized ways of behaving, such

as ways of responding to problem situations through the union of intel-

ligence with good working habits and scientific methods of thinking."

The two-dimensionality of his model is illustrated by Kearney (1953,

38) through a grid. That the objectives may be different in different

age levels is visualized, too, so that the model really is a three-

dimensional one.

Arbeitsgruppe fUr Unterrichtsforschung der Universitt Konstanz:

LOT-Project: Flechsig et alia (1970)

A two-dimensional model with the same aspects for all goal areas is also

used by the "LOT-Projekt" in Konstanz, Germany. For "elementary education"

there is a matrix with "classes of content" on the one axis and "clas-

ses of behaviour" on the other (Flechsig et alia 1970, 24). The "clas-

ses of content" are:

symbolic systems

pre-logical systems

linguistic systems

logical systems

other symbol svstems

understanding of the world around

natural-science facts

anthropological and social-science facts

art

changes in the world around

technology

politics

education/behaviour controlling

guarantee of existence

bodily training

health/hygiene

transport sources (traffic, electricity etc.).

The "classes of behaviour' are influenced by the work of the Bloom

aroup. The following classes are enumerated:

cognitive domain

verbal associations

multiple discrimination
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concept learning

principle learning

problem solution

affective domain

receiving

responding

valuing

organization of a value system

characterization by a value complex

kychomotor domain

visual, auditory, tactile discrimination

gross motor behaviour

space-position-discrimination

fine motor behaviour.

26
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3 A DISCUSSION OF THE REPORTED CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES

3.1 The choice between the different types of classification schemes

As mentioned above, Taba (1962, 211) discusses which model for classi-

fying educational objectives would be the best. She rejects the two-

dimensional model and says that either a description of the content or

a description of behaviour could be used. Her choice is the classifica-

tion by types of behaviour.

It goes without saying that the more modern classification systems

(taxonomies) according to type of behaviour (e.g. the work of the

Bloom group) have been of the utmost importance for curriculum develop-

ment and for evaluation. However, no one system of classification will

cover every angle. There are different situations where taxonomies

could be used. (There are, of course, more and less appropriate taxo-

nomies for a special use.)

The universally known and used taxonomies of the Bloom group are

meant to improve examination test construction. In this connection the

content may be of lesser importance. For the purposes of the LIGRU Pro-

ject and for other similar work, content is equally important as type

of behaviour, however. So, it is a material question if one wishes to

improve vocabulary:, to give moral instruction, or to teach aesthetics

through literature. For this reason, a two-dimensional model has been

chosen here.

In the choice between a model with different aspects for different

goal areas and a mdel with the same aspects for all goal areas, the

latter is to be recommended:

1) This system is the simpler and can be more easily learned.

2) As will be shown later it is suited for quantitative comparisons, and

when the marks are added up it is possible to sum up in both dimensions.

3) It may be practical, in different analyses to change the number of

goal areas. Thus, in one analysis one may regard society-oriented goals

as one area, in another there is perhaps reason for dividing this area

into several others, e.g. history-oriented, economy-oriented, concep-

tion of life-oriented goals. With the same aspects for all goal areas

there is then no need to construct new aspects for every new area.

The skeleton of the classification scheme presented here will thus

have the following appearance:

27
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3.2 What is a goal area and what is an aspect?

A survey of the different systems referred to above shows that the

distinction between goal areas and aspects (levels) are somewhat con-

fused. Thus, emotional development is seen as a goal area by the Swedish

Education Committee of 1957 (1961), the Swedish Comprehensive School

Curricula of 1962 and 1969, Bloom and Associates (1956 and 1964) and by

Research for Better Schools (1969), but as an aspect (level) by Kearney

(1953), Taba (1962), Scriven (1367) and by Flechsig et alia (1970). The

three "domains" of the Bloom group, the cognitive, the affective and

the psychomotor, seem to be presented as goal areas, but in Flechsig

et alia they appear as "classes of behaviour".

In the classification scheme presented here the question what a goal

area is and what an aspect (level) is, is solved by these definitions:

A goal area is defined by its content and thus has a limited range.

An as ect is defined by a type of behaviour and belongs to all goal areas.

If one examines the six goal "functions" given by the Swedish Com-

prehensive School Curriculum of 1969 and arranged as six goal areas, it

seems obvious that four of these are goal areas in our sense (manual

functions, aesthetic functions, physical functions, and social func-

tions), but that two are aspects (cognitive functions and emotional

functions). The latter are defined as "manifestations of emotional and

28
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volitional maturity". Thus, conation is here included in the emotional

category. We find here the division of classical psychology into cogni-

tive, emotional; and volitional "life". It could be said to be a "com-

plete" list df the acts of the mind, and these acts must, therefore, be

important for all fields in school.

The problems that arise from a non-observance of the distinction

between goal areas and aspects, will be exemplified here through the

relationships between emotional and aesthetic goals, between emotional

and work education goals, and between emotional and ethical education

goals in the Swedish Comprehensive School Curricula of 1962 and 1969.

1) In the first goal analytical passage in the Swedish Comprehensive

School Curriculum of 1969 "enrichment and developing of the emotional

life" is given as a goal area, and is exemplified by the terminal be-

haviour "apprehends art, literature, music, and nature" (Lgr 69,

General part,13).As mentioned above, emotional as well as aesthetic

"functions" are listed as goal areas in the second goal analytical pas-

sa4e in this curriculum (Lgr 69, General part,72). Here, the aesthetic

"functions" are defined as "the ability to experience and express

aesthetic values". Thus, "apprehending art, literature, music, and na-

ture" must be one thing (an emotional category) and "experiencing

aesthetic values" another (an aesthetic category). This is impossible,

however. Emotional and aesthetic "functions" are not both goal areas in

our sense. Emotional experiences belong to the aesthetic province, but

to other provinces, too. The emotional catecory is an aspect, not a

goal area, the aesthetic category a goal area, not an aspect.

2) In the report in 1961 by the Swedish Education Committee of 1957 and

in the Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1::::62 not only are"emotional

development" and "aesthetic education" presented as lateral to one

another but also as lateral to, for example, "work education" and

"ethical education". (In fact,the passages dealing with work education

and ethical education are retained in Lgr 69, also, although the words

"work" and "ethical" are omitted for some reason or another, cf. Lgr

62, 16 with Lgr 69, General part,13.) Thus, Lgr 62 and Lgr 69 agree

that work education has two meanings: 1) to create joy in one-s work,

and 2) to teach the pupils to plan their work in an appropriate way.

Thus, we find here a description of an emotional act and of a cognitive

act. It follows that "emotional development" and "work education" are

not lateral to one another. Work education may be seen as a goal area,

but not emotional development.
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3) According to Lgr 62 ethical education means two things: 1) recogni-

tion of society-s need of ethical norms, 2) knowledge of ethical concepts.

Thus, only a cognitive aspect is presented. But the emotional aspect

is possible in this connection, too, and this was formulated in Swedish school

reform work by the Education Committee of 1940, in a report from 1944:

"The school must utilize the child-s spontaneous reaction (emotional

and volitional) to the teaching material and should encourage it to

judge independently in ethical questions. It should also promote a favour-

able response in their emotional life to the ethical norms which are

present in this material." (Skolutredning, 1940 ars, 1944; .W f.YSo there

is an emotional as well as a cognitive aspect of ethical education.

Ethical education is a goal area.

3.3 Which categories are to be chosen as aspects?

3.3.1 The cognitive aspects

As mentioned above, the cognitive, emotional, and conative aspects are

the old "lives" of classical psychology. They must,therefore, be impor-

tant for all fields of activity in school.

In the classification systems reported, there are different types

(levels) of cognition:

Kearney (1953)

knowledge and understanding

skill and competence (defined

i.a. as the intellectual

competences that children

should be able to exercise

in making decisions and

judgments, in meeting

difficult problems, in

examining new and diffi-

cult data)

Taba (1962)

knowledge: facts, ideas, concepts

reflective thinking

interpretation of data

application of facts and principles

logical reasoning 30



Bloom and Associates (1956)

knowledge

intellectual abilities add skills

comprehension

application

analysis

synthesis

evaluation

Scriven (1967)

knowledge

comprehension or understanding

Swedish National Board of Education Aarklund 1969)

knowledae acquired by memorizing

understanding and interpretation

application

analysis

synthesis

evaluation

Research for Better Schools (1969)

low order cognitive

data recall

higher order cognitive

data processing

evaluation

LOT-Project (1970)

verbal associations

multiple discrimination

concept learning

principle learning

problem solution
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Some of the terms used are rather difficult as they may easily be

misunderstood. So, the terms "comprehension" and "understanding" and

their relation to "knowledge" are interpreted differently by various

authors. Scriven has "knowledge" as one level and "comprehension or

understanding" as another. To this latter level belong the Bloom

levels "application", "analysis", "synthesis" and "evaluation". In Kear-

ney, on the other hand, "knowledge and understanding" are brought to-

gether and are separated from "skill and competence". To "competence"

is joined i.a. the ability to judge.

It is obvious that there is a tendency in the different systems to

have two main levels, - in the words of the Research for Better Schools

a lower and a higher order. The Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum

of 1969 is also satisfied with two levels, "to acquire and to apply"

(Lgr 69, General part, 71), "good basic knowledge on one hand and gene-

ral ability to use sources of knowledge, apply one's knowledge and

grasp the connection between facts on the other hand" (Lgr 69, General

part, 12). To "use sources of knowledge"and to "apply one's knowledge"

may be regarded as the "application" of Bloom, to "grasp the connection

between facts" as the"analysis" of Bloom.

At the beginning of the work with the classification system proposed

here it was thought advisible to have three cognitive levels: knowledge,

application and judging. The aspect "application" then corresponded to

the "application" of Bloom, and in the system of Kearney to the "skills"

but not to the judgment included in "competence". The aspect "judging"

was regarded as an analogue to the "analysis" as well as to the

"evaluation" of Bloom. These two levels of Bloom seem to be close to

each other: judgment in terms of external criteria (for instance of

a literary work), which is one of Bloom's examples of "evaluation",

is associated with the analysis of organizational principles (for

example the structure of a literary work), which is one of Bloom's

examples of "analysis".

As the term 'application" in our discussion was often confused with

the "functional aspect" (see below), this aspect was finally eliminated,

however. For our purpose it seems sufficient to have two levels of

cognition, a lower and a higher. (It may be pointed out that the "synthe-

sis" of Bloom is left aside for the moment; it will reappear in connec-

tion with the proposed creative aspect.)

The higher cognitive aspect is thus named. For the lower aspect the



term "knowledge" is avoided, however, and replaced by "reproduction".

It includes what is generally called knowledge (the "data recall" of

Research for Better Schools). But the concept of "reproduction" will

comprise motor knowledge, too (that is reproduction of movements).

(So, there is no need of a special behaviour-oriented motor group of

aspects as is proposed by the Bloom group, Scriven, Research for Better

Schools, and the LOT-Project. Manual objectives are regarded here as a

content-oriented goal area.)

3.3.2 The emotional-conative aspects

The Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969 has defined the

"emotional functions" as "the pupil-s manifestations of emotional and

volitional maturity" (Lgr 69, General part, 72). Here, the emotional-

conative aspects thus are brought together. In the systems referred

above we find the following headings in this field:

Kearney (1953)

attitude and interest

Taba (1962)

values and attitudes

sensitivities and feelings

Scriven (1967)

motivation (attitude/values/affect)

Bloom (Krathwohl) and Associates (1964)

receivina
1 interest

responding
appreciation

valuing

organization

characterization by a

value or value complex

33
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LOT-Project (1970)

receiving

responding

valuing

erganization of a value system

characterization by a value complex

Marklund (1969)

attention

response

taking a position

organizing of valuations

Research for Better Schools (1969)

the enhancement of the ability to be aware of cultural variations

and their impact on personal response patterns

awareness of self and others

self-assurance and responsibility in approaching and controlling

the environment

As is seen, the proposals differ from each another to a higher

degree than in the question of cognition. For our purpose, the older,

simpler systems seem to be the best. In Kearney we find a definition

of his "attitude and interest" cited above: "The third column provides

for items concerned with the basic needs and drives of human beings -

the exercise of will, the play of emotion as these'are shown in inte-

rests and attitudes" (Kearney 1953, 36). Thus Kearney has the old

distinction of classical psychology between emotional and conative

acts of the mind. Taba has presented two lines: "values and attitudes"

on the one hand and "sensitivities and feelings" on the other.

It would seem an advantage not to bring these two aspects together,

and the classification system presented here lists two different

aspects, the emotional and the conative.
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3.3.3 The creative aspect

In some systems we find creativity as an aspect or level. The "synthesis"

of Bloom and his associates is such a creative level as is seen by one

of the examples of "synthesis": production of a unique communication

(for instance a story). iiarklund, who has taken over the concept

"synthesis" from Bloom, interpretes the ability of synthesis as the

creative ability to combine elements and parts into new structures and

patterns. In three of his other "goal functions" he has introduced

the creative aspect as well. The fourth level of the "manual functions"

is called "constructions" and is defined as the ability and skill to

reconsider matters in the use of material, methods and tools, and to

solve new problems on the basis of acquired skills and knowledge. The

second level of the "aesthetic functions" is "production" in creative

art. The fourth level of the "social functions" is called "social

creativity". It is said to imply such active and creative participa-

tion in the work of the group as promotes co-operation between the indi-

vidual and the group and between groups. In the social or "interpersonal"

domain in the system of Research for Better Schools we also find something

of this kind; it is spoken of as "being able to constructively utilize

individual differences", and of "skills in creating many group cli-

mates".

The creative aspect belongs in all goal areas, however. Creative

behaviour is generally thought to require wealt-, of ideas or origina-

lity. Of course,.the concept of originality may not be understood here

in any other way than in relation to the circle of family, school and

friends. Since "synthesis" in the taxonomy of Bloom is placed as a

level in the cognitive domain, it may be pointed out that creative

behaviour is not onlysomething cognitive; it also has emotion as well

as conation as prerequisites.

3.3.4 The functional aspect

A functional aspect is found in ilarklund as well, but only in one of

his "goal functions", viz, the aesthetic. The third level here is called

"function", and it is spoken of as the function of the aesthetic values

in everyday life, work and leisure time. This aspect may also belong

to all goal areas, however. In all fields of activity in school the

ultimate result should be that the pupil (as a pupil but perhaps above

all as an adult) functions in an appropriate way in everyday life,

_ 35
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work and leisure time. Such a common aspect was in fact put forward by

Kearney, who speaks of "action pattern". His definition of this type

of "behavioral change" may be seen as the definition of the functional

aspect proposed here: "These are not only the things he knows and can

do; they are things he normally does as a matter of course in the

various situations he faces. Here we seb-him carry over his ideals, his

'disposition to do'." (Kearney 1953, 56.) Some of Kearney-s examples

of "action patterns" are: "takes responsibility for jobs for which he

is paid" (65), "is considerate of other persons" (71), "begins to take

part in the larger affairs of his community and society" (85), "helps

to keep home and school premises clean, sanitary, and orderly" (92),

"reads with critical discrimination as to source, relevancy, and

dependability of facts" (112).

The functional aspect is here included as the last aspect in the

proposed classification scheme. It seems to be an important addition

to the aspect dimension.

3.3.5 The aspects defined throuah verbal forms that may assign descriptions

of educational objectives to a certain aspect

The proposed aspects are thus six:

reproduction

higher cognition

emotion

conation

creativity

function

The purport of the different aspects may be elucidated by an enumera-

tion of some verbal forms that are suitable in connection with descrip-

tions of educational objectives. Lists of this type are proposed by

other researchers, also, for example, by Metfessel, :lichael and Kirsner

1969, and by Gronlund 1970. Some illustrative verbs are given in Box 1.

It must be pointed out, however, that much depends on the context in

which a verb appears. "Proposes" is here given as belonging to the

creative aspect. A proposal does not necessarily imply a creative

behaviour, however. In the discussion at our department there was a

certain apprehension expressed about the fact that the verb examples

assume a different character in different aspects. It was especially

. 36
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Box 1. Examples of verbal forms that may assign descriptions of

educational objectives to a certain aspect

RE (the reproductional aspect) mentions, enumerates, defines,

describes, gives an account of,

retells, reproduces

HC (the higher cognitive aspect) notices9 registers, discriminates,

compares, distinguishes between,

judges, relates to, values criti-

cally, considers, discusses

Ei (the emotional aspect) is pleased with, derives pleasure

from, experiences joy in, experien-

ces beauty in, experiences secu-

rity in, experiences responsibi-

lity for, has confidence in,

Aisapproves of, is indignant at,

detests

CO (the conative aspect) is interested in, chooses, looks

for, tries to, strives towards,

avoids, rejects, refuses

CR (the creative aspect) forms, gives shape to, draws up,

works out, designs, finds, pro-

poses, puts forward, experiments

with, improvises,reorganizes

FU (the functional aspect)

37

takes part in is active in, is a

working member of, makes use of,

accepts, respects, observes direc-

tions, stands up for, tolerates,

resists, improves in
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emphasized that verbal forms such as "is pleased with",!'experiences

beauty in" seem to be somewhat diffuse and that consequently the beha-

viours must be hard to measure. The educational objectives which the

scheme is supposed to classify are not confined to (and must not be con-

fined to) the easily measurable, however. Noreover,-objectives belonging

to the emotional aspect must not necessarily manifest themselves in

behaviour identical for all pupils, as may be the case with regard to

objectives belonging to the reproductional aspect.

3.3.6 Is the aspect dimension a hierarchial one?

Some of the classification schemes referred to above regard their

behaviour-oriented goals as arranged in a hierarchial order. This is the

case, for example, in the taxonomies of Bloom and his associates. A

hierarchial order means here that the first level is the basis for the

second and so on. The higher levels become more and more complex. It

may be wondered whether the aspects proposed here.are also in hierarchial

order.

The answer is that they are hierarchial to some extent but that there

are also more complex relations. A paradigm of the six aspects is pre-

sented in Figure 2. Several ways of inserting arrows in this paradigm

have been tried but it seems possible to put them anywhere. The reader

is invited to insert his own arrows.

The functional aspect may be seen as a complex of all the other

aspects and thus heads the hierarchial system. There are two problems,

however. I) It seems likely that creativity is not logically a necessary

condition for function. On the other hand, if creative behaviour is one

of the general educational objectives, it would seem desirable that

such a behaviour is behind the function. But this is a question of

educational ideals, and the presented system is not meant to be norma-

tive. 2) Behaviour belonging to all aspects can in a sense be said to

"function" in everyday life/ in work and in leisure time. Kearney, in

speaking of the "action patterns", says that "in this division, many of

the items appearing in previous divisions are mentioned again in terms

of their outcomes in the real behaviour of the child". But these "action

patterns" all the same, and rightly, as it seems, are seen as an ulti-

mate result based on knowledge and judgment as well as on attitudes and

interests: "The fourth division describes the behavior of the child as

he uses the knowledge and understanding, the skills and competences
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Figure 2. A paradigm of the six aspects as a basis for a discussion

of their hierarchial connections. (The reader may insert

arrows as he thinks best:)

FUNCTION

HIGHER
COGNITION

CREATIVITY 1

CONATION

1REPRODUCTION ENOTTON
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outlined in the first two divisions. These action patterns are the

expression in behavior of the child's attitudes and interests as

outlined in the third division." (Kearney 1953, 56.)

That the higher cognitive objectives build on the lower is obvious.

The emotional experience is tied to an object cognitively perceived,

but there is hardly any need of real knowledge to be able to delight in

a colour that one finds beautiful. On the other hand, intellectual joy

is tied to understanding of connections and is thus dependent on judg-

ment. The emotional aspect may be regarded as parallel to the cognitive

levels. For the interest (the conative aspect) cognition as well as

emotion are a basis. In its capacity as motivation, conation on the

other hand has a retrograde effect on cognition.

Behind the creative behaviour (for example the creation of a lite-

rary work) is knowledge and judgment as well as feeling and interest.

It has already been pointed out that creative behaviour cannot be seen

only as cognitive and that it is not (as in the system of Bloom)

hierarchially lower than "evaluation".

It can perhaps be said that behaviour belonging to different aspects

are always influencing behaviour belonging to all other aspects. Thus,

behaviour belonging to the functional aspect will result in acquisition

of new knowledge, in higher cognitive behaviour, in new emotional expe-

riences, in new interests, and in creative behaviour.

3.4 Which categories are to be chosen as goal area.;2

3.4.1 What is not to be included among the goal areas

a) The aspect dimension

Many areas of educational objectives given as lateral to each other are

reproduced in sections 2.1 and 2.3. As was pointed out at the beginning

of chapter 2 these areas may be content-oriented as well as behaviour-

oriented. As our definition of a goal area is that it is determined by

its content, it follows that all behaviour-oriented "areas" are excluded

from our list. These "areas" are already considered in the discussion

of the aspect dimension.

Thus, the cognitive aspects appear as a goal area in Bloom and Asso-

ciates (1956), in the Swedish Comprelensive School Curriculum of 1969

(and in Marklund 1969), and in Research for Better Schools (1969).
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The emotional aspect is met with as a goal area in Kearney (1953), in

the Swedish Education Committee of 1957 (1961) (and hence in the Swedish

Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1962), in Bloom and Associates (1956

and 1964), in the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969 (and

in Marklund 1969), and in Research for Better Schools (1969). The cona-

tive aspect is encountered as a goal area in the Swedish Education Com-

mittee of 1957 (1961) ("development of the volitional life") (and hence

in the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1962), and also in

the Swedish Comprehensive School Curr-lculum of 1969 (and in Marklund 1969),

since "emotional functions' Rre defined as "manifestations of volitional

maturity" as well as 9manife3tations of emotional maturity".

These "goal areas" are excluded here. In the lists of such areas we

also find descriptions that may be seen as belonging to the functional

aspect. These "areas" are, in the words of the Swedish Education Committee

of 1957 (1961) and the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1962,

"education for leisure time" and "education for family life". Both

"areas" are found already in Bobbit (1924), "leisure occupations" and

parental responsibilities" respectively. The "education for leisure time"

is also met with in the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969:

"directing one-s attention towards giving a developing and valuable

content to the leisure time" and perhaps in the rather vague words of

Smith and Tyler (1942): "the acquisition of a wide range of significant

interests".

As mentioned in chapter 2,the Swedish research project "SK"(which

deals with civics in the higher stages of the comprehensive school and

also discusses the general educational objectives to be found in the

report in 1961 of the Swedish Education Committee of 1957) has noticed

the connection between "ethical education" and "education for family

life" as well as that between "aesthetic e._iucation" and "education for

leisure time" (Dahlgren et alia 1968). This connection is easily under-

stood with the help of the classification scheme proposed here. "Educa-

tion for leisure time" and "education for family life" belong to the

functional aspect of different goal areas. Thus it may belong to the

functional aspect of the aesthetic goals to pay a visit to an art exhi-

bition during leisure time, and it may belong to the functional aspect

of the ethical-social goals to have a good relationship with members

of the family. It is to be noticed, however, that goal areas other

than the aesthetic one have functional aspects that have links with the

leisure time, and that other goal areas than the ethical-social one have
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functional aspects that have links with family life. Furthermore,

aesthetic education does not, of course, have significance only for

leisure time, any more than ethical-social education has significance

only for family life.

b) Individual education as opposed to social education

Social education may undoubtedly be seen as a goal area. It is not

equally evident that individual education as opposed to social education

is a goal area. The dichotomy into individual and social education is a

characteristic of the Swedish comprehensive school curriculas however.

It appears in the Education Committee of 1957 (1961) and in the Compre-

hensive School Curriculum of 1962. It reappears in the new curriculum of

1969. In the American systems we find this division, too, in French

(1957), where "growing toward self-realization" is one of the main

headings and the other two are "growing in ability to maintain desirable

small group relationships" and "growina in ability to maintain the rela-

tionships imposed by membership in large organizations".

The division into social and social education is not frequent, however.

There are logical difficulties, too, when the division is applied. From

Figure 1 it can be seen how differenfly the relation between the con-

cepts and their relation to "personality education" may be understood.

The Swedish Education Committee of 1957 (1961) and the Comprehensive

School Curriculum of 1962 place "ethical education" and "education for

family life" under individual education. These two concepts must be said

to be socially oriented to a great extent. The Comprehensive School

Curriculum of 1969 enumerates under the heading "individual development"

the following goals which may reasonably be seen as belonging to social

development: "to develop the wish for good co-operation with others"

(General part, p. 13), "contribute to the equalization of differences in

the appraisal of different professions and of different working-achiev-

ment" (pp 13), "wants to and can do active contributions to social life"

(p. 14), "stimulate to participation in club and educational activities

inside and outside schoolu (p. 14), "give a stimulus to activity in and

devotion to social and idealistic work" (p. 14).

Individual education (or development) is thus not included among the

goal areas.

c) Basic knowledge and skills, all-round education

The Education Committee of 1957(1961) places "basic knowledge and skills"

as a goal area side by side with educational objectives of the type
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"health education". In the Education Committee of 1946 (1948) we find

"all-round education" as such a goal area. To place knowledge side by

side with other goal areas is difficult, however, since knowledge belongs

to the reproductional aspect, common to all goal areas. It is plain that

knowledge of the concepts of art and music belongs to the aesthetic

area of educational objectives, and that knowledge of tools may belong

to the manual area. However, the Education Committee of 1957 has given

a specified content to this concept, "linguistic skills", "mathematical

skills" and "information about surrounding reality and the past". The

"all-round education" of the Education Committee of 1946 is also defined

in a similar way; it is for example spoken of as "the world of numbers".

Such specified areas will be introduced in the following.

3.4.2 The ethical-social area

It was just said that social education undoubtedly must be seen as a goal

area. In one form or another the concept appears in all the lists. The

problem is if the concept "ethical education" must be included (cf.

for example Figure 1). It is not easy to draw the boundany between ethical

and social goals. This was demonstrated when Yebio (1969) asked a jud-

ging group to place different goal descriptions under headings of gene-.

ral educational objectives. Certain descriptions were more or less to

the same extent marked as belonging to ethical resp. social education.

(Yebio 1969, Appendices la and lb.) It is further to be noted that the

Swedish Education Committee of 1946 listed social education as one of

the general goals of the school but not ethical education. However, the

Committee explicitly_mentions "ethical questions" under the heading

social education (Skolkommission, 1946 Ars, 1948, 36).The Swedish Comp-

rehensive School Curriculum of 1969 speaks of "creating regard for

truth and justice" (and the latter must be ethical education) as be-

longing to "the social development of the pupils" (General part, p. 15).

The obvious difficulty of distinguishing between ethical and social

education makes it advisable to combine them into one goal area. There

are, however, occasions, when it seems correct to distinguish between

ethical and social education. In respect to certain other goal descrip-

tions than those referred to above, Yebio was presented with a clear

standpoint, sometimes in favour of ethical, sometimes of social education.

In order to avoid misunderstandings it is proposed here to use the term

ethical-social goals. In the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of
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1969 the passage on ethical education in the curriculum of 1962 is

retained but with a painstaking purge of the word "ethical" (cf. bar 69,

General part, p. 13 with Lgr 62, p. 16). There is hardly any justifi-

cation for the dread of this word, however.

3.4.3 The aesthetic area

Another type of value-oriented goals are the aesthetic. There seems to

be no question of its being a goal area. It is listed by many earlier

systems.

3.4.4 The areas of mental hygiene and of physical training and health

The Swedish Education Committees of 1946 (1948) and 1957 (1961), and

thus also the Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1962, speak of "health

education". Health can be mental as well as physical, however, and the

Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969 has put these two to-

gether: "imparting knowledge and habits concerning mental and physical

health".In the same way French (1957) speaks of "developing behaviors

indicative of growth toward personal (involved in maintaining) (indica-

tive of understanding problems of) mental and physical health" (1.3,

2.3, 3.3). Bobbit differentiates between these two. however ("keeping

mentally fit" resp. "health"), and so does Smith and Tyler (1942)

("the development of better personal-social adjustment" resp. "the deve-

lopment of physical health"). It is proposed here to make the same

distinction into two different goal areas.

When physical health is discussed physical training will easily come

into the picture. The LOT-Project (1970) has two different headings,

"bodily training" resp. "health/hygiene", but Kearney (1953) speaks of
II physical development, health, body care". In the second goal analyti-

cal passage in the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969 it

is spoken of "physical functions defined as "physical and physiolo-

gical adaptation to external conditions of life". The draft by Marklund

(1969) behind these wordings has a somewhakt more clear division into

"physical health", "physical achievement ability", and "physical adap-

tation". It is proposed here to put physical training and ,physical

health together into one goal area.

In the case of the area of mental hygiene there is some confusion in
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the report,_ classification systems as to if this goal is to be seen as

a goal area or as an aspect. In the work of Research for Better Schools

(1969) some goals of mental hygiene come under the heading "self actua-

lization", which is said to be the "affective domain" of the Bloom

group, however. The goals of mental hygiene is here looked on as a goal

area as it is possible to exemplify all aspects under this heading.

3.4.5 The work-oriented, logic-oriented,and manual areas

The same argument is proffered here for including the work-oriented, the

logic-oriented and the manual goals in the goal areas, in spite of the

fact that they may seem to belong to the aspect dimension.

The work-oriented goals are found in Smith and Tyler (1942) as "the

cultivation of useful work habits and study skills", in French (1957)

as "improving study habits, study skills, and other work habits" (1.11,

not quoted above), and in the Swedish Education Committee of 1957 (1961)

and in the Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1962 as "work education".

The Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969 has the more specific

"creating pleasure in one's work" and "interest in studies". The obvious

problem is if the work-oriented goals are not examples of the conative

aspect. However, as is seen in the quotation from the Comprehensive School

Curriculum of 1969, the emotional aspect may be exemplified, too, in this

connection. In fact, all aspects can be exemplified, and the work-

oriented goals thus are regarded here as a goal area.

The logic-oriented goals are found in Smith and Tyler (1942) as "the

development of effective methods of thinking", in French (1957) as

"becoming sensitive to, and competent in, the use of logical thinking and

problem-solving processes" (1.13, not quoted above), in the Swedish

Education Committee of 1957 (1961) and in the Comprehensive School Curri-

cula of 1362 and 1969 as "intellectual schooling", "schooling of the

intellect". The problem here is, of course, if the logic-oriented goals

are not the higher cognitive aspect. But aiso in this case the answer

is that all aspects can be exemplified, and the logic-oriented goals

are here regarded as a goal area. It may be noted that the LOT-Project

(1970) has "logical systems" in the "classes of content" in the same

way, although "multiple discrimination", "concept learning", "principle

learning", and "problem solution" appear on the other axis, in the

"classes of behaviour".
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In the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969 we find the

expression "manual functions". They are defined as "ability and skill

in manual work". Here, there is no aspect proposed that could be mixed

up with the manual goal area. But the question is if there ought to be

such an aspect, a parallel to the "motor-skill (psychomotor) domain" of

the Bloom group. Even if this "domain" in a formal way is seen above as

a goal area, it is meant to be behaviour-oriented, and, consistently,

we find the "psychomotor domain" as a class of behaviour in the LOT-

Project (1970). But as said above in section 3.3.1 there is no need in

the classification scheme proposed here of a behaviour-oriented motor

aspect or nroup of aspects. jhe concept of reproduction comprises

motor knowledge, that is reoroducMon of movements.) Also in the manual

goal area all aspects can be exemplified,

3.4.6 The language-oriented, society-oriented, mathematics-oriented, and

nature- and technology-or-;ented areas

In section 3.4,1 the concepts of "all-round education" and "basic know-

ledge and skills", met with in the Swedish Education Committees of 1946

(1948) and 1957 (1961) were discussed. Although the concepts could not

be accepted as notations of a goal area, it was said that the specific

goal areas, in reality aimed at, would appear later. What the committees

had in view is expressed in the following way in some systems reported

above:

Bobbit (1924)

language activities

citizenship

religious activities

Smith and Tyler (1942)

the acquisition of important inFormation

the development of a consistent philosophy of life

Swedish Education Committee of 1946 (1948)

linguistic and mathematical s!:ilis

all-round education (defined through examples referring to society and

nature, but also to the "world of language" and the "world of numbers")
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Kearney (1.953)

the social world

the physical 1:!or1d

comunication

quantitative relationships

French (l!;57)

developing behaviors indicative of (growth toward) cultural orientation

and inte7ation (1.2, 2.2, 3.2)

developing behaviors indicative Of grol-Ith toward econa:fric literacy

(competence) and independence (1.4, 2,

SOedish Education Goimittee of 1'257 (Ur.1)

Al

linguistic skills

Jathaaatical skill

information about surroundity: reality and the past

S,;:edish CorAprehensiv. School Curricului: (.106'3)

awaken-in:1 the interest in the concepticv of life and the outlook on society

(basic training in knowledca and skills)

LOT-Project (1'37D)

unerstanding of the 1:;orld around

natural-science facts

anthropoloical and social-science facts

change of the uorld arounr:

technology

politics

guarantee of existence

transport sources

It seews fairly clear that these :ifferent turns of expression can

be su:narized throucTh four goal areas:

the lanrivage-orienteci,

the society-orienteL:,

4.1-a mathei:atics-oriented, an:

the nature- and technolou-oriente area.
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It is possible to !rlake further divisions, however, if this seems desir-

able in a certain investigation. As has been said already in section

3.1, one could-for example divide the society-oriented goals in history-

oriented, economy-oriented, conception of life-oriented etc. That could

be convenient in an analysis of the general subjects. For our purpose

four goal areas seem to be enough, however.

3.4.7 Is the goal area dimension a hierarchial one?

The goal areas are intended to be interindependent, and the goal area

dii7ension is thus not a hierarchial one in the sense nat the aspect

dimension may be it, that is, the first area is got a basis for the se-

cond and so on.

In another sense one can speak of a hierarchial systela, however.

The ethical-social and the aesthetic goals are both value-oriented

goals. The areas of mental and of physical health coulc be seen as a

health-oriented group. In some way the language-oriented, society-

oriented, mathematics-oriented, and nature- and technology-oriented areas

belong together, though it is hard to find a term for this group con-

cept. A more complicated hierarchy is conceivable,too. As has been

said, the society- and nature- and technology-oriented oal areas can

be divided into smaller areas.

There is no proper order, however, in which the goal areas\should be

arranged. Of course, there is the possibility (or probability) that

curricula, schools of educational thought, orindividuals would wish

to rank the goal areas. 3ut as the proposed scheme for classification

is not normative, it has no own order of rank. To emphasize this, the

goal areas are presented here in alphabetical order:

aesthetic goals

ethical-socia: goals

language-oriented goals

logic-oriented goals

,Ilanual goals

mathematics-oriented goals

goals of mental hycliene

nature- and technology-oriented goals

goals of physical training and health

society-orienteL:

work-oriented goals
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4 THE CLASSIFICATIW SCHEE

In chapter 3 the discussion has lea to the ctassification scheme pro-

posed here. It is presented as a grid in Figure 3. The numbers inserted

in the cells are for use in chapter 5.

As a further illustration examples of goal descriptions are given for

every cell in this grid, that is, for every aspect in all the goal areas,

in BoX 2

A discussion of the application of the scheme will be given in chap-

ter 5. Here, I will only stress sozle points in order to avoid misunder-

standings in the readixj of Box 2.

The exaJ.1p1es in this box-are meant prtdarily to illustrate the grid.

Secondly, they are intended to demonstrate the fact that there really

are goal descriptions that can be placed in all cells.

Since the scheme is not meant to be normative, the examples are

not meant to be normative either. There is no intention of saying that

the examples are important goals for the school, nor is it supposed that

they are all equally important. In the discussion of the scheme I have

heard, for example, that some of the language-oriented goal descrip-

tions are rather peripheral. I have no objection. The purpose of the

scheme is to demonstrate what a certain person, curriculum or educatio-

nal ideal regards as important and as less important or unit:Iportant. It

could be, however, that another person, curriculum or educational ideal

would differ as to what is more oe less important. The scheme is an

instrument designed to reflect such differences of opinion.
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Box 2. Examples of goal descriptions for every aspect in all the

goal areas

Aesthetic goals

RE Defines the concepts of colour circle and light-dark contrast

scale

HC Values critically the choice of colour in pictures

El Experiences the beauty of the colours in a painting

CO Chooses paintinas on account of their colours and colour schemes

CR Experiments with new colour schemes by painting own pictures

FU Takes part in the debate on the colours to be used for houses in

new housina areas

Ethical-social goals

RE Defines the concept of deference

HC Discusses the reasons for disagree:rents between t)e older and

younger generation

Experiences responsibility for surpressed groups

CO Tries to get into touch with schoolfellows

CR Draws up an unconventional rules syste.: for the selool

FU Respects the individuality of other people

Lanouage-oriented goals

RE Identifies the meaning of (enumerated) foreign words

HC Compares the meanings of words

EA Is pleased to speak own dialect

03 Strives towards expressing an opinion with clarity and pregnancy

CR Forms original composite nouns in essays

FU Speaks a polished language



Logic-oriented goals

RF Describes common lo7,ical errors

11C Oraws conclusions ithout logical errors

Eli Experiences joy in realizinj relations

CO Is interested in examinin the tenability of arrluments

Ci Puts for:!ard hypotheses uhen meeting a proble7.

FU Resists biased influence

vianual goals

71r Identifies the tools belonging to a certain field of activities

HC Judges the fitness of different tools for a certain purpose

Is pleased to have a chance to use the hans

CO Is interested in handicraft

1";1
LA, Desiqnes neu techniques in ;:isanual ,:!ork

FU Observes safety :.:irections in usinc mac:rines

iiathematics-oriented goals

RE ..:efines the concept of per cent

;IC Chooses a ,le-chod of calculation suitable for a certain purpose

Ei1 Is pleased to have solve c:. a :.iathe:.-latical problem

CO Is interested in :.iathe:natical solutions

CR Finds "different" ways of solviir mathec.latical problems

FU .iakes use of percentacjes by oun buying comparing prices where

different rebate scheires are used

Goals of mental hygiene

RE !ientions the qualifications for a certain profession

NC Considers g:in choice of profession 1::ith regard to different

relevant factors

E Experiences security in the knoAedi,e that others have similar

difficulties in adjusting themselves

CD Tries to overcome difficulties in adjusting oneself

CR 7inds ,Iays of accepting one-s situation

FU Accepts profession and personel circumstances



4:7.)

;!ature- and technclogy-orienteu qoals

aE Jescrib.as different nature types

tiC Relates different factors effectin our environent to another

Ej Enjoys nature

CO Rejects leaving litter aT1 over the countryside

CR Finds net1 ,:!ays in the class can counter-check the

leavi.ag of litter all over the countryside

Fu Tidies up ,Jhen havinq a day in the country

Goals of physical traininc

RE Reproduces the different movements in backstroke

hC Compares the usefulness of different swimminq styles

Eij Is pleased -sith :letting exercise

CO Is interested in s;Almin:i

CR Improvises movements

Fu Is a lorkinn malL)er of an athletic association

Society-oriented goals

defines the concept of socialis:3

HC Discusses the justness cf S2X roles

:3isapProves of the fact that society has not mastered certain

political problems

CO Is interested in the prograomes of the political parties

CR Gives shape to a political view separate from conventional

ideologies

FU Is politically active

!!ork-oriersteci goals

RE: Fnumerates different t chniques of studying

HC Juucies what technique of stuc!yin:1 is the a....equate one in a

certaia coDnection

Ei Experiences job satisfactio.o

CO Strives tov!ards acHevin!-.1 a ,:fell-made

CR gorks out time-savinc- :.lethods of Ilork

FU Improves in ci:in profession
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5 APPLICATIO!! OF THE CLASSIFICATIU SCHEiiE

Two questions will be dealt with separately in this chapter: 1) in what

types of investigations the scheme can be used as an instrument,

2) how the technical problems that arise in using the instrument may be

mastered.

5.1 Types of investigations that can use the classification scheme

As has been said above the classification scheme proposed here is not

a normative one. It is designed as an instrument for research, i.e. as

a method to collect and classify educational objectives that are

brought forward anywhere and at any time.

5.1.1 Analyses of objectives stated for a school subject

The scheme was constructed in order to facilitate a systematic collec-

tion of objectives stated for the reading of literature at school.

The readinc, of literature may in this connection be regarded as a school

subject. In the same way objectives of other school subjects can be

surveyed through the classification scheme. It also renders a compari-

son possible between the treatment of the goals of a certain subject in

different curricula, in different countries, and at different times.

A practical application may exist during the drawing up of a syllabus

for a certain subject. An analysis with the help of the scheme hlay

draw the attention of the author of the syllabus to the fact that there are

further possibilities for applying general objectives in the syllabus.

Of course, it must be observed that the sneDe is not a normative one.

The author of the syllabus can reject some of the possibilities, but

it is not so easy to forget then. If the objectives stated for the

subject are analysed with the help of the scheme, the scheme may also

serve as a disposition in order to viake the text of the syllabus more

easily read and also more easily criticized.

5.1.9 Analyses of objectives stated for a school curriculum

The analysis can also be enlarged to comprise lihole curricula for a

school or a school sys"cem. The same possibilities exist to Nake compari-

sons between different curricula, to analyse the drawing up of a new

curriculum, and to make it well-arranged.
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5.1.3 Analyses of objectives stated by schools of educational thought and

by educational thinkers

It must be possible not only to analyse syllabi an0 school curricula

with the help of the schel:le but also the .,!ritings of in:Avidual educa-

tionalists an,: of whole schools of e:alcational thought (as, for example,

of the educational ideals of the Enlihtenment apf. of the Ra.lanticism,

or of the present Eastern and Yestern worlds). Since the scheme is

suitable for comparisons it could be introduced as a quantitative inst-

rument in research on history of education ant: in comparative educational

research.

5.1.4 ;:eguirglient analyses

The scheme may facilitate requirelent analyses as the cells of the grid

can be placed against each other. If an analysis of, for 2xai3p1e, the

objectives stated for a school subject has been made ith the help of

the scheme, suitable goal descriptions be1oncin2 to a certain cell ma

be used in a reguirenient analysis.

5.1.5 Analyses of evaluation instru:Jeat stocks

It ought to 1..;2 possible to list evaluation instruments (for a certain

subject or for the school on the whole) with the help of the scheme,

since evaluation instru..lents 13ust connect ,lith explicitly or implicitly

expressed goals. It may be that teaching :lethods to a certain extent

can be listed in the same way.

F. practical point of view for the person responsible for evaluation

instruments is that-ha through the classification scheme can find out

what need there is of new instruments for checkinc; goals that are adop-

ted in his society.

5.1.G ':!orking-out of ai,:s pregrawes

An aims programe calls for a series of ooal descriptions that can be

arranged in sequenced order. The first proble is to know what the

c.,-oal descriptions that are laic, down in a curriculum in .i,ostly rather

vague words really iff:ply. The scheie is of value in this connection,

since it is possible with its help to analyse ne curriculum and place
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its goal descriptions into the cells. It is true that such descriptions

often can be placed in two or more cells. The scheme now forces the

collector of descriptions to reflect on what really is meant, or, if it

actually is a question of twc or .ilore thoughts brought together, to

break down the description into two or more. tioreover, the scheme may

be a help in the sequencing of the goal descriptions as there are hierar-

chial connections between the aspects.

5.2 Technical problems in the application of the classification scheme

There are three main problems concerning the technical application of the

scheme: 1) It may be hard to formulate the expressions occurring in

curricula, teaching guides for teachers, articles on education etc. in

such words as make it clear to what cell the goal description belongs.

2) ;iow to proceed when a goal description can obviously be placed in

two or more cells? 3) How can the scheme be graphically ami quantitati-

vely applied?

5.2.1 The formulation of the goal descriptions

A technical term,often uset.: in goal analyses but also often criticized,

is terminal behaviour. It is sai,: that a goal description has to state

what the pupil does when school instruction on the whole or a certain

course is completed. That the description has to say what the pupil

does implies that it must be expressed in behavioural terms.

This idea is certainly a behaviolmistic approach, and as behaviou-

risia is a school of psychology that has peen criticized by other schools

of psychology, the concept of terminal behaviour has been criticized,

too. However, what really is criticized is the supposition Oat only

such goals should bz:: of interest as cail be expressed in behaviours

possible to observe and measure quantitatively. It has to be acknowledd

that the advancing of goals by society must :Asregard if the objec-

tives are .leasurable or not. It is not evaluation but the goals that come

first.

On the other hand there is no reason why one should not try to ex-

press the goals in temis of what the pupils jo. In hieeting so:le objec-

tions to the demand for descriptions in behavioural teri3s, Isenegger

(196, G) says that the lilnitations of th.-2 beviouristic approach are
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not equally valid for all fields of application. In "the cognitive and

psychomotor dimension" ;]any educational objectives may be expressed as

behaviours. I would like, however, to go somewhat further. Even in the

case of the emotional aspect the ooals ouqht to be expressed in terms

of what the pupil does. In 1 a series of verbal forms are given

that are meant to express the result of the instruction in terms of

what the pupil does. Some of these verbal forms may be regarded with

suspicion by the true behaviourist. ',ut the idea as such to try to ex-

press the goals in terms of what the pupils dc is good and is stressed

here.

As regards evaluation it :iust, in the same way, be ilnportant that

one evaluates through something that the pupil does. This does not

mean that it necessarily must be measured quantitatively or that it al-

ways must be a question of visible behaviour. In such a case verbal

forms as "derives pleasure from", "experiences security in", "has con-

fidence in should indeed be bad ones. :iowever, it should be possible

to verify these behaviours in some way, too. In other words, one must

try to evaluate behaviours accordin: to the behaviouristic approach

even if one cannot limit the listing of ooals to such as are easily

measured.

It follows that the terminal behaviour is an ideal c;oal description.

The first task in using the classification scheme proposed here is

thus to formulate the goals in terms of what the pupil does.

Sometimes, we find goal descriptions that may be used without refor-

mulation, as in the following examples frail Krathwohl et alia (1964).

(Here and in tha following reference is made to the numbers insertect

in the different cells in Fiaure 3.)

listens to others with respect (26)

listens to music with some discrimination as to its mood and ..leaninn (12)

completes his homework (11G)

interests himself in social problems broajer than that of the local

community (24)

responds emotionally to a work of art (13)

desires to attain optimum health (D4)

develops a plan for regulating his rest in accordance with the demands

of his activities (95).
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In some other examples from Krathwoh1 st alia the reformulation

needed is very sliOt.

develops a keen interest in his physical surroundings =

is keenly interested in his physical surroundings (54)

recognition that there ay be more than one acceptable point of view =

recognizes that there may be Liore than one acceptable point of view (42)

the habit of approaching problems objectively =

is in the habit of approaching problecis objectively (45).

Kowever, in curricula and syllabi the ai:Is frequently are expressed

Liplicitly, and so one has to transform diff2rent types of expressions

into goal descriptions. Thus it illay be the content of instruction that

is cescribed and not the objective. The following examples are taken

from the syllabus for domestic science in the Swedish Comprehensive

School Curriculum of 1::52.

a short survey of the groups of nutritive substances =

gives an account of the groups of nutritive substances (31)

correct work positions =

describes (or reproduces) correct work positions (51)

something about the obligations ani rights of th2 tenant and the

landlord =

gives an account of the obligations and ric:hts of the tenant and

the landlord (101).

A parallel to the description of the content of instruction is to

describe what goes on in school. (Examples from the same syllabus.)

for cooking preliminary work ought to be performed as, for example,

to peel, to grate, etc. =

peels (potatoes etc.) (51)

grates (carrots etc.) (51)
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the subject domestic science shall contribute to the creatine of

healthy diet habits =

has healthy diet habits (:36)

the practical teachincj gives plenty of opportunities for a varied acti-

vity which :!.111 be further stimulated if the pupils are allowed to take

part in the planninc of the work of the term as well as of the day =

takes part in the planning of the work of the term and of the day (112).

Often it is spoken about what the teacher loes but not about what

the pupil does. (ExaEples fro:, the same syllabus.)

it is advisable that the teacher takes up different methods of cooking

and domestic services and in this connection the utilization of and

comparisons between different aids and materialz =

utilizes and compares different methods, aids and materials in cookina

and domestic services (52)

to develop the judgment and critical thinking of the pupils the teacher

ought thus to plan the work that they find time to.get tooether in order

to judge the return of the day-s work and relate it to the aims set up =

judges the return of the day-s work and relates it to the aims set up

(112).

Sometimes we find more than one behavioural aspect given in the same

goal description. lje must then construct two (or more) new coal descrip-

tions. This is often the case when we have to differentiate between the

emotional and the conative aspects as in this example from the sylla-

bus for domestic science quoted above:

the teacher ought to tny to lay the foundation of a positive attitude

to housework =

enjoys housework (53) and

is interested in housework (54).

It seems that the word 'loves" :Tiust always be treated in this way. In

another example from the same syllabus we have to differentiate between

the higher cognitive and the conative aspects:



from given inredients nroups may prepare dishes accordinq to choice =

prepares dishes from given ingredients (52) and

chooses what dishes to prepare from given ingredien.:s (54).

There is also the possibility that two or more goal areas are put

together. In the syllabus for physical training in the Swedish Compre-

hensive School Curriculum of 1362 we find the following:

an economical and aesthetic way of movement should be aimed at =

moves in an economical (energy-saving) way (112) and

moves in an aesthetic way (12).

In some cases we find goal descriptions that cannot be placed in

any cell at all. The fault is not with the classification scheme. The

goal descriptions are too general and must be put aside as uninteresting,

evenifitis possible to guess tvhat the author has meant. Two examples

come from the syllabus for physical training just quoted:

instruction in physical training shall contribute to an all-round and

harmonious development of the pupils =

is developed in an all-round and harmonious way (0)

instruction in physical training shall be carried oa in such a way

that the general capacity is improved =

has general capacity (0).

5.2.2 The placing of a goal description into two or more cells

In the preceding section 5.2.1 there was only the question of the

formulation of the goal descriptions. In the examples it was possible

to place a formulation (if necessary after re-formulation) into one cell

of the classification scheme. However, when the scheme is applied, it

will soon be obvious that one and the same goal description can be pla-

ced into two or more cells. Kearney had the same experience. Seeing it

as a weakness in his system he justifies himself: "Despite the Ionic of

any such clrid, or outline of behavior and learning materials, there will

always be overlapping and duplication between subdivisions. Some of this

is due to the impossibility of dividing and categorizing a learning ac-

tivity into its various parts. Some of it is due to the philosophical



or personal predilections of individual scholars. For our purpose these

divisions do not need to be. 'watertight'. Our concern is that the goals

of education iN A attended to and that the breadth of opportunities be

somewhat obvious." (Kearney 1953, 36.)

The need to place a goal description into two or more cells has a

more complicatej background than only a weakn ss in the system, however.

There be two reasons for tne necessity to place a goal description

into two or c.ore cells:

1) The author of the description has in the saLie behaviour-describirm

verbal forfl comprised two or more meanings. It is not possible, as in

the examples in section 5.2.1, to know exactly what the verbal form is

supposed to mean. The spreading will occur in the aspect dimension.

In this case one _lust distinguish between two situations, if the

scheme is used for classification, for example,of the coals of a cer-

tain country or curriculum, or if the scheme is used in workino out of

an aims programme. By classification work the description must be

placed in more than one cell. en the other hand, in constructing an aims

programme the description cannot be used. It iilust be broken down into

two or more new goal descriptions, each of which can be placed in its

own cell.

2) The goal description really belongs to more than one cell. The

spreading will occur here in the goal area dimension. ,iot only in

classification work but also in the working out of an aims programe

the description Just be placed in I.ore than one cell.

1) The spreading in the aspect dir::ension

The syllabus for physical training in the Swedish Comprehensive School

Curriculum of 1962 Contains the expression "traffic instruction" but

there is no interpretation of what that may -Liply. Traffic instruction

may be seen as belonging to the society-oriented goal area. :11 the

aspects can be exemplified, however. Thus, in constructing an aifas pro-

gramme for traffic instruction we have to

descriptions, as, for example

think of a series of goal

gives an account of the right-hand rule (101)

crosses the pedestrian crossing when oreen light is showed (102)

experiences responsibility for old people in traffic (103)

tries to behave with forethought in traffic (104)
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works out a new method of increasing the security of cyclinr, (of the

type bicycle-stick) (105)

is active in a motorist association (105).

The syllabus for domestic science in the same curriculum stresses that

the instruction shoulc, "ciltivate the taste of the pupils" and speaks

later of "aesthetic viewpoints on hwe furnishing'. These expressions

surely represent the aesthetic goal area, 'DTA it is hard to know to

what aspect they belong. The goal descriptions could be broken down

into several, however, as, for exaAple,into

reproduces accepted rules for how colours match (11)

values critically how the colours of different carpets match the

colour of the furniture in a room (12)

derives pleasure from a room where the colours'Match (13)

rejects a furnishing where the colours do not match (14)

finds a coloured article that gives a room a new look (15)

;:lakes use of aesthetic insights by furnishing one-s own home (15).

As has been said, in the working out of an af:::s programme the vague

expressions quoted from the curriculual are of very little use. They

must be replaced by new goal descriptions. In the analysis of a certain

curriculum etc. it is of interest that a certain goal area is represented,

however, even if there is no specific cell to put the description into.

In the two examples given we could place the vague descriptions in all

the six cells belonging to the specific goal area. But this is perhaps

not the best way. For example, one really does not know if the syllabi

have included the possibility of objectives belonging to the creative

aspect. It is thus proposed here to enlarge the classification scheme

with a new column at the left of the aspect columns (with the new num-

bers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, CO, 70, 30, 90, 100, 110) as is seen in

Figure 4.

2) The spreading in the goal area dimension

There are also goal descriptions in curricula etc. that could be

placed in several cells spreading in the nal area dimension. This is

the case when they express a certain behaviour, that is, belong to a

certain aspect, although the content of instruction is not given. In an

analysis of a certain curriculum etc. it is of interest to note these

types of goals even if there is no proper cell to put the nal descrip-

tion into.Such a description could be placed in all the eleven goal areas.
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Dut as one cannot exactly know that all these areas are referred to,

it would be best, also in this case to enlargi the classification scheme,

i.e. with a 'law line below the goal areas (with the numbers 01, 02, 03,

04, 05, 05) as is seen in Figure 4.

The goal descriptions (not mentioning any content) can, for example,

have the following appearance:

describes to some extent the world we are living in (01)

observes independently (02)

extraxts pleasure from one--s life (03)

acquires new interests (04)

performs creative work (05)

feels respect for life in its various manifestations (06).

In treating the spreading in the coal area dimension we have up to

now dealt only 'Ath analyses of curricula etc. iihen we come to the

working out of an aims programme we find that the spreading in the

goal area dimension is not necessarily a result of vague goal descrip-

tions but may express an important fact. Let us contemplate the following

goal c:escriptions:

defines cowardice (21, 71)

defines independence (21, 71)

describes how kindness breeds love (21, 71)

gives an account of the complexity of human relationship (21, 71)

notices that there are other people very like one self (22, 72)

discovers that other people, too, have problems to wrestle with (22, 72)

registers that it is hard to be an ordinary decent person (22, 72)

discusses human behaviour (22, 72)

These two groups of goal descriptions belonging to the reproductional

and the higher cognitive aspect respectively have been placed in the

area of ethical-social goals as':Jell as in the area of the.goals of

mental hygiene. Obviously, they are important for the building up of

both ethical-social and mental hygienic functions. Even if there is some

connection between these two goal areas even on the functional level,

since mental equilibrium will result in better relations with others

(the doal description "does not seek revenge in spite of disappoint-

ment and wrath" may be placed in cell 25 as well as in cell 76), this

does not imply that one cannot speak of two specific goal areas.
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i;ecardinc the at,is of instruction in literature it is evident that

there may be coals that are i.T,ortant for aesthetic education but that

at the sa,Tie time are language-oriented coals, as the following goal

descriptions show:

describes the sound effect of language (11, 31)

reads aloud from easy stories ljth understandinfl and expression (12, 32)

experiences the beauty of language (13, 33).

This fact is of -1:4ortance in the working out of aims programmes. n

illustration is attempted in Figure 5, .Alere the hierarchial viewpoint

is observed, too. It seems possible that an application of the scheme

could be to contribute to the ana,ysis of the problems of co-operation

between different subjects in school.

5.2.3 The graphic and quantitative application of the sche:ie

There are at least two methods of usina the classification scheme propo-

sed here in a graphic and quantitative way.

1) ioting only the existence and non-existence of goal typeS

It we are only interested in what cells are represented or nct repre-

sented in a certain syllabus, curriculum, etc., we could use the

graphic representation :lethod exemplified -1:-. Figure 5

This example is not fictitious, since it is founded on an examina-

tion of a real syllabus for a so-called practical subject. Ho.:Iever,

this going through was rather cursory and, for that reason, the source

will not be mentioned. The aim here is only to give an example of the

graphic way of representing such an investigation.

If we regard the graph as a result of a careful inspection of this

syllabus, we will at once notice the character of the subject in that

all cells of the manual goal area are marked. i!e can also see, for

example, that the author of the syllabus has tried to attach weight

to the ethical-social goals of the school, but we can also see that

the aesthetic aiis do not play an iportant role. That the cell furthest

to the left in the ethical-social area is empty may imply that the

syllabus is not trying -to:aive the pupils knowledge of, for example,

ethical-social concepts. This may be very reasonable, but if this inves-

tiaation had been made in connection with a revision of the curriculum,
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Figure 5. The spreading in the 9oal area diFtension seen from a

hierarchial viewpoint

functional goals
belonginn to
goal area A

goals belonging
to goal area

A

functional goals
belonging to
goal area B

goals belonging
to goal areas

A and B
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Figure 6. A graphic representation of the goal descriptions found

in a syllabus for a certain school subject (only existence

or non-existence of goal types noted)

RE HC E. CO CR FU

Aesth x

Eth-soc x x x x x

Language-or

Logic-or x x

vianual x x x x x x

Aath-or x

lient hyg x

Ha-techn-or x x x

Ph tr-health ., x x x

Soc-or x x x x x

!:!ork-or x x x x
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Generally, the TAs indicated high job satisfaction but expressed

some personal concerns and recommendations for change. This infor-

mation was then relayed to the Curriculum Associates by the DS

Coordinators Several changes are occuring and different results

appear to be emerging during the second year of the experimental

phase. A copy of the actual log sheets used is found in Appendix B.

Reactions from other staff members at Parker and Spring Creek

about the role and performance of the TA have been mixed. Staff

members feel most positive about the assistance that TAs provide

to individuals and small groups of students, the working relationship

between TAs and other staff members, and the willingness with which

the TAs have performed the tasks requested of them. On the other hand,

staff members have been concerned with the difficulty in trying to

develop a new role for the district,with identifying when a TA can

and cannot work with students on his own, and in overcoming the

feelings that the TA is another clerical aide.

Some district personnel (not directly teaching or working in

the DS schools) have expressed concern about the future impact of the

TA program as it relates to protecting educators. The most usual

question from those connected to the professional teaching assoc-

iations is, "If you can hire three Teaching Assistants for the same

amount as one teacher, what is to prevent boards and administrators

from replacing some teachers with Teaching Assistants?" The response

of the DS Coordinators has been that of recognizing that a potential

problem exists and that a solution will have to be found. We do not

have the answer ready this instant, but we do feel that the answer is

not to abolish the TA position. One of the recommendations in the

10
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following section relates to this issue.

The other major issue, primarily among those involved in

personnel practices in the district, is the question of how much

time should the TA work directly with students, and what kinds of

activities should the TA be allowed to conduct with them. The dev-

elopment of the TA position to date indicates to the DS Coordinators

a strong need to produce a clear and concise description of the TA

role, with specific guidelines for time allotments for the TAs

activities with students. This is necessary to prevent the use of

TAs as substitutes for absent teachers, and insure that TAs will not

be expected to plan lessons, conduct the activities, and evaluate

students. Planning lessons, conducting activities, and evaluating .

students are aspects of the role of the certificated teacher. Only

the second of these, that of conducting activities, should properly

be included in the TA role; indeed, it is the basic function of the TA.

A second recommendation of the next section is offered as part of

the response for those concerns.

In sumnary, the data so far indicate that Teaching Assistants

are generally performing the tasks originally expected of them in

the position. Further, there has been no emerging effort on the part

of the Spring Creek and Parker staffs to seek more Teaching Assistants

by releasing some of their certified teachers. Finally, neither staff

has demonstrated a willfull intent to misuse the Teaching Assistants in

any way. In fact, there has been a concerted effort in both schools

to be extremely careful that the TAs are not misused and that they

are asked to perform only their expected role.

11
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are proposed by the DS Coordinators

after studying the data gathered to date and after much deliberation

and consultation with the Personnel Director, Area Directors, principals

and teachers in the DS schools, and the Teaching Assistants themselves.

They are presented as ideas for the beginning of further discussion and

negotiation about the role of the TA and its potential for the Eugene

School District.

The first recommendation addresses itself to the issue raised

by many professional educators, namely, that the Teaching Assistant

program is a major potential threat to teachers because approximately

three Teaching Assistants can be employed for one average teaching

salary. The recommendation has the following four components:

1) We propose that the district board and administration

consider a major change in the budget allotments for

the staffing of schools. It is suggested that an allot-

ment be established, as is presently the case, for the

provision of a necessary number of professional and

clerical staff.

2) A basic change we propose is that the district in

addition establish a flexible allotment for staffing

each school. There would be no restrictions on the use

of this allotment for either professional or non-

certified staff. However, each school staff would be

required to show evidence to the administration of having

evaluated it needs for staff, to indicate to the admin-

istration the intended utilization of personnel acquired

from the flexible allotment, and to provide a plan of
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action for evaluating the results of that staff performance.

The flexible allotment would allow each staff to decide

whether the needs of the pi-ogram would best be met by the

use of TAs or of other specialists.

3) It is proposed that a school with a well-designed plan for

staffing and evaluation of its program at a designated time

could request the addition of Teaching Assistants from the

monies allotted for certificated or non-certificated staff.

It is suggested at this time, however, that a limit be set

upon the amount of money that could be used from either allot-

ment.

4) Finally, it is suggested that the EEA TEPS committee, the

District Personnel Director, and the area directors work

jointly with the DS Coordinators and the TAs to develop

final guidelines for the previous three sections of this

recommendation. These guidelines would be completed by

June, 1972.

The second recommendation relates directly to the role of the

Teaching Assistant, and proposes the acceptance of the position in

the district's staffing pattern as an alternative way of providing

education for students. The recommendation is as follows:

We propose that the Teaching Assistant position be

accepted as a regular position in the staffing pattern

of the Eugene School District. Acceptance of this proposal

would not necessarily provide each school in the district

to have an equal number of TAs. It would mean that the

position is available for schools that determine that

Teaching Assistants could help them to improve the program

13
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in that school. We mean that the district will have a

set of guidelines for selecting Teaching Assistants, a

description of the actual roles that the TA can perform,

and a policy stating who is responsible for supervision

and evaluation of the TA. It is suggested that these

guidelines be developed by the same group formed in

recommendation number 1.

A final recommendation is that the five elementary schools

presently participating in the DS Project be provided monies to

continue the Teaching Assistant Program. This provision would

cover the transitional period until the studies are completed

regarding the methods of budgeting in schools, the final rate of

pay, and the TA role description. It is proposed that an increase

in salary be granted to those TAs who have worked for one or two

years in the project's experimental phase. It is further recom-

mended that the monies needed for this recommendation be drawn

from the present budget allotment for the experimental phase of

the DS Project.

A FINAL REMARK

In summary, we strongly recommend that the Teaching Assistant

position be established in the district as another alternative way

to organize staffs for instruction. The data indicate very positive

ouLcomes from the program to date. Recognizing the various concerns

and problems also indicated by the data the DS Coordinators will

continue through the rest of this year to make the adjustments nec-

essary to overcome the concerns.

14
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We are convinced that the recommendations proposed in this

report are realistic for the district in terms of how the district

can finance such a program, how guidelines should be established

for further development of the Teaching Assistant role, and what

requirements must be placed upon school staffs that decide to utilize

the services of the TA.

15



Appendix A

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Differentiated Staffing Project
May, 1970

PARAPROFESSIONAL
ROLE ANALYSIS

Description

The paraprofessional shall provide instructional assistance to

the certified staff. The main responsibility will be to serve as

teaching technician, performing a number of teaching tasks with

students.

Specific Functions

1) Provide individual research help for students seeking assistance.

2) Serve as listener and helper to small reading groups.

3) Serve as a discussion leader for large or small groups.

4) Seek out information and materials for instruction by
self or other unit staff members.

5) Provide assistance to teachers in analyzing individual
student progress.

6) Assist teachers in the creation of learning packages or
programs.

7) Operate audio-visual aids for groups of students.

8) Salary and contract hours are presently being considered.

Personal Qualities Desired

1) Demonstrates positive attitude toward children.

2) Demonstrates awareness of educational goals and objectives.

3) Possesses ability to relate positively with other adults.

4) Demonstrates ability to follow instructions and carry out
necessary tasks.

5) Demonstrates desire to improve self skills and instructional
skills necessary to the position.

16
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Appendix B

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Differentiated Staffing Project

Instructional Assistants Log - 1970-71

SCHOOL

DATE
DAY
LOGGED

A. Estimate the time in minutes spent on each task.
TASK NO. OF MINUTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fril

Working with Total Class of Students'

a. Discussion

b. Reading to class

,

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Operating audio-visual aids

e. Administrating assignments &
monitoring tests

Working with Small Student Groups

a. Discussion

b. Skill reinforcement - Conducting
drill exercises

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Assisting with student research

Working with Individual Students

a. Reinforcement of skills

b. Assisting with student research

c. Desk to desk individual help
.

d. Reading to a student

e. Hearing a student read

Working with Staff
a. Seeking out materials

b. Attending meetings

c. Assisting with Evaluation of
Students

1
,



5.

6.

7.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Clerical Duties

a. Reproducing test, worksheets,
transparencies

b. Constructing materials (bulletin
boards, games, etc.)

c. Correcting papers and tests

d. Housekeeping

e. Hearing a student read

Supervision Duties

a. Recess supervision

b. Noon duty

c. Halls supervision

d. Field trips

Working Alone

a. Planning

b. Research
,

B. List difficulties or problems encountered during the week. Haw were
they resolved?

C. List any tasks performed that do not fit the categories in section
A. How much time did the tasks take?

18



NAME.

DATE

SCHOOL

1) From whom do you receive most of your supervision?

2) With whom do you spend most of your time planning for what you do?

3) Discuss any general thoughts or feelings about the position of Teaching
Assistant (paraprofessional) that you might have at this time.

4) Are there any particular kinds of training programs that you think
would be beneficial at this time in assisting you in fulfilling your
responsibilities better?
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it would have been important to check that this knowledge was given in

another subject.

It is possible that this type of representation could oive specific

patterns that could be used in different connections.

could, for example, cOmpare a certain syllabus or curriculum

with what is found by a treatment of a great many curricula, debate

articles, and so on, perhaps from different countries. It could thus

be seen, if a syllabus is a fairly common one, or if it is more unique

demonstrating a differring pattern.

Patterns could perhaps be used in research on the history of educa-

tion and in comparative educational research, too.

2) Giving numbers and (or) percentages including summings-up in the

margins

ris is seen in Figure 5'the creative aspect is represented in three goal

areas. However, we have no idea of how often such coal descriptions

occur and what role creativity is in fact playing in this syllabus.

It Would thus be better to note the number (and maybe percentages) of

the goal descriptions in the different cells. The classification

scheme coulcl be used directly for entering the goal descriptions as

tallies in the cells.

As an example of the possible use of the classification scheme in

research on the history of education we could think of a comparison

between the educationalists of the Enlightenment and of the Romanticism.

It seems conceivable that already the graphs of these movements of the

type shown in Figure G would den.lonstrate differences, the graph of the

Enlightenment having more marks in the cognitive columns, the graph

of the Romanticism in the emotional and creative columns, since the

educational ideal of the Enlightenment could be said to be to ii:part

knowledge, the educational ideal of the Romanticism to stimulate feeling

and imagination. However, it is possible that there would be marks

in the conitive as well as in the emotional and creative columns of

both movements. Surely, a quantitative approach wouh: be more informa-

tive.

In surveying a certain syllabus, curriculum, etc. there is no samp-

ling problem. Such a probleri: will occur when we, for example, try to

reach the characteristics of the educational thought of-the Enlighten-

13ent and aomanticism. The sampling problem will be the saim as in

68
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other educational research, however. ftith controlled samplings the

differences between different lines of thought, etc. can be analysed

by the usual statistical procedures.

The application of the classification sc:le:le yill be further exemplified

in another report from the L1GRU Project: "A theoretical analysis of

objectives stated for the reading of literature at school".
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We are convinced that the recommendations proposed in this

report are realistic for the district in terms of how the district

can finance such a program, how guidelines should be established

for further development of the Teaching Assistant role, and what

requirements must be placed upon school staffs that decide to utilize

the services of the TA.
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Appendix A

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Differentiated Staffing Project
May, 1970

PARAPROFESSIONAL
ROLE ANALYSIS

Description

The paraprofessional shall provide instructional assistance to

the certified staff. The main responsibility will be to serve as

teaching technician, performing a number of teaching tasks with

students.

Specific Functions

1) Provide individual research help for students seeking assistance.

2) Serve as listener and helper to small reading groups.

3) Serve as a discussion leader for large or small groups.

4) Seek out information and materials for instruction by
self or other unit staff members.

5) Provide assistance to teachers in analyzing individual
student progress.

6) Assist teachers in the creation of learning packages or
programs.

7) Operate audio-visual aids for groups of students.

8) Salary and contract hours are presently being considered.

Personal Qualities Desired

1) Demonstrates positive attitude toward children.

2) Demonstrates awareness of educational goals and objectives.

3) Possesses ability to relate positively with other adults.

4) Demonstrates ability to follow instructions and carry out
necessary tasks.

5) Demonstrates desire to improve self skills and instructional
skills necessary to the position.
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NAME

Appendix B

EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Differentiated Staffing Project

Instructional Assistants Log - 1970-71

SCHOOL

DATE
DAY
LOGGED

A. Estimate the time in minutes spent on each task.
TASK NO. OF MINUTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

IMon Tues Wed Thurs Fril

Working with Total Class of Students

a. Discussion
_

b. Reading to class

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Operating audio-visual aids

e. Administrating assignments &
monitoring tests

Working with Small Student Groups

a. Discussion

b. Skill reinforcement - Conducting
drill exercises

c. Hearing pupils read

d. Assisting with student research

Working with Individual Students

a. Reinforcement of skills

b. Assisting with student research

c. Desk to desk individual help
.

d. Reading to a student

e. Hearing a student read

Working with Staff
a. Seeking out materials

b. Attending meetings

c. Assisting with Evaluation of
Students

I
,



5.

6.

7.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Clerical Duties

a. Reproducing test, worksheets,
transparencies

b. Constructing materials (bulletin
boards, games, etc.)

c. Correcting papers and tests

d. Housekeeping

e. Hearing a student read

Supervision Duties

a. Recess supervision
L

b. Noon duty

c. Halls supervision

d. Field trips

Working Alone

a. Planning

b. Research

B. List difficulties or problems encountered during the week. Haw were
they resolved?

C. List any tasks performed that do not fit the categories in section
A. How much time did the tasks take?
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NAME.

DATE

SCHOOL

1) From whom do you receive most of your supervision?

2) With whom do you spend most of your time planning for what you do?

3) Discuss any general thoughts or feelings about the position of Teaching
Assistant (paraprofessional) that you might have at this time.

4) Are there any particular kinds of training programs that you think
would be beneficial at this time in assisting you in fulfilling your
responsibilities better?
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